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A new inscription discovered by some workmen at Cnidos during excavations conducted by 
Professor Iris Love preserves considerable portions of a Roman law in a Greek translation, in date 
and content closely related to (perhaps identical with) the text found at Delphi, commonly known 
as the 'Piracy Law'. We give below the Cnidos text and a revision of the Delphi text which is 
necessitated by the new information, together with a brief commentary designed to bring out what 
seem to us to be the major implications for Roman historians. The original transcription of the Cnidos 
text was made by Hassall, but all three authors have checked and improved the readings, both from 
photographs taken by him and by Professor Love, and from the stones; the revision of the Delphi 
text, begun by Hassall, is in the event largely the work of Crawford. Archaeological information is 
contributed by Hassall; to the commentary we have all three made our contributions. The final 
integration of these and of our concluding remarks is due to Crawford. 

We must acknowledge generous help at Cnidos from Professor Love, together with much 
encouragement in the preparation of this publication, at Delphi from Professor Amandry, Monsieur 
Croissant and Mrs. Zaphiropoulou, and in Cambridge from a considerable number of colleagues who 
joined in discussion of the new text. Our debt is especially heavy to Mr. J. A. Crook, whose scepticism 
has been a healthy check on our enthusiasm. We also gratefully acknowledge financial help from the 
Faculty of Classics and Newnham College, Cambridge. 

INTRODUCTION 

The three fine-grained limestone blocks, numbered I, 2 and 3 in the accompanying sketch 
(Fig. 7), which carry the text of the Cnidos inscription, had originally formed part of a Hellenistic 
wall and were re-used in the walling of a small rectangular plunge bath, probably of the Byzantine 
period. This lies immediately to the West of the so-called Agora on the North side of the trireme 
harbour and was excavated in the summer of I97o.3 

There are altogether the remains of five inscribed columns. Block I carries columns I, II and III 
and the left edge of column IV. It is c. I52 cm wide, was originally c. 85 cm high and is c. 30 cm 
thick. Block 2 is c. II5 cm wide, c. 85 cm high and c. 34 cm thick; it carries the rest of column IV 
and column V. Block 3 is c. I26 cm wide, c. 82 cm high and c. 33 cm thick. On it have been inscribed 
the ends of 7 lines (perhaps the ends of the last lines of column V) and along what is now its upper 
edge has been roughly pecked the name Artemidoros. The rest of the surface was never inscribed. 

The lower part of the inscribed surface of Block I was found, on excavation, to be concealed by 
an external step which enabled the bather to step over Block I onto a corresponding step on the 
inside. Against the opposite wall of the bath was a second internal step, one of whose ends originally 
covered the bottom right-hand part of column V. The cement used to set these steps in position was 
extremely hard and after their removal proved difficult to clean from the inscribed surfaces. In 
addition the left-hand side and all the top of Block I, and the top of Block 2 as well as the whole of 
its right-hand side were badly weathered. 

The state of the text 
Column I. The lower half of this does not seem to have been inscribed; on the upper half only one 
or two letters can be discerned. In view of the gap at the bottom of the column it is clear that the 
text is not continuous with that on columns II-V, though it may be related to it. At Delphi, for 
instance, the ' Piracy Law' proper is preceded by a letter of introduction. 
Column II. The top of this column is badly worn. The lines are more or less the same length 

1 To the bibliography there cited (read H. Pomtow, Hinrichs, 'Die lateinische Tafel von Bantia und die 
Klio xvii, 192I, 17I) add P. Foucart, yS I906, 569 "Lex de Piratis "', Hermes 1970, 471. 
(brief mention in connection with discussion of 2 Column IV = p. 15, fig. 6. 
campaigns against pirates of 74-71); A. Wilhelm, 3 The size of the blocks compares with those of the 
JOiAI I914, 98 (brief mention in connection with blocks forming the seaward wall of the magazine that 
discussion of demands for military assistance by flanks the trireme harbour on the North side and 
Rome); M. Cary, CR 1924, 60; J. Dobiis, Listy Fil. backs onto the Agora. There is a chance that the 
1924, I3 and 94; 1925, 65 (see n. 25 below); blocks were robbed from the upper course of this 
J. Carcopino, ' Sur la loi romaine du monument de wall. 
Paul Emile', Mdlanges Glotz (1932) i, 117; F. T. 
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throughout, c. 48 cm long; they range from 26 to 34 letters per line, with an average of 29 *5. There 
is probably a vacat below the last line transcribed. 
Column III. The top of the column is again badly worn and the last four lines have also suffered. 
The lines are up to c. 51 cm long; ordinary lines (that is, not first and last lines of paragraphs) range 
from 29 to 37 letters per line, with an average of 33. The opening of each paragraph is marked by 
outspacing a couple of letters to the left. There is certainly a vacat below the last line transcribed. 
Column IV. This is the best preserved of the columns. At the top is the lower part of a line of 
letters, the upper part of which must have been cut on a block lying above. The lines vary from up 
to c. 57 cm at the top of the stone to up to c. 6I cm at the bottom, as if the draftsman was trying to 
squeeze more of the text onto the stone towards the bottom of the column (compare on column V 
below). Ordinary lines range from 31 to 44 letters per line, with an average of 36*5 and with more 
letters per line towards the bottom of the column. The opening of each paragraph is marked by 
outspacing a couple of letters to the left. 
Column V. The top and right-hand side of this column have been largely worn away. If column V is 
as wide as column IV it will have occupied all the space to the right edge of Block 2, some 6o cm 
from the beginnings of the lines. Of this 60 cm the last i I cm or so can never be recovered because 
of damage to the end of the block (see Fig. 7); to the left of this area a thin strip is covered by the 
end of Block 3 and a few extra letters doubtless survive here. If the length of the lines in column V 
increases towards the bottom of the stone, as in column IV, the lower lines could overflow onto another 
block and in fact they appear to be represented by the ends of seven lines on Block 3. The longest line 
on column V would then be c. 68 cm. 
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Drawn by Mark Hassall. Copyright reserved 

Letter-forms 
The letters have been cut without the aid of rule and compass and laid out in lines which often 

deviate from the horizontal. They vary from about i5 mm to about i9 mm in height, with the 
exception of 8, 0, and some examples of Q, which are smaller than other letters, and ct), which is 
often taller. They are set as close to one another as is practical, and letters like T or Y ' overlap 
others such as A or A. 

The text has been carelessly copied. There are omissions of individual letters (V, 29 iXxp(:), 
V, 33 AyEi(v)) or words (II, 24 presumably (TroS) aCro0s iTrr&rou). Conversely, superfluous 
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letters (III, 22 6<s)) or words (IV, 26 fi d6vOeracros (<T)> 6<(>)) have sometimes been added. Letters 
in the original draft may be mistaken for others (IV, 42 cbs for &i, V, 22 KEXXous for k(Evovu). MaKESovia 
is once spelt with an 1r instead of the e (IV, 26). In some cases corrections have been made 
(III, IO &c to ijs; in the same line the genitive wTrapXEcas has been corrected from an accusative). 
Similarly in III, 30 9acvriTccr has been corrected to -Tat and in V, 15 Tplocncowt to -icov. In IV the 
ends of lines 25 to 43 have been totally erased and re-inscribed and there are similar though smaller 
erasures near the end of IV, 9 and the beginning of V, I8. 

The letter forms themselves (for letter forms, see esp. W. Larfeld, Handbuch der griechischen 
Epigraphik II, Book 2, with tables; and for a recent study M. Guarducci, Epigrafia Greca I, 368-390) 
in general fall into line with those introduced during the course of the third century B.C. (A) or second 
(Z), though there are a few reminiscences of forms which were current a couple of centuries earlier; 
so N occurs as well as N, e.g. twice at the beginning of V, 30, and Y is sometimes cut with the arms 
almost approaching the horizontal. Another feature, which had generally dropped out by the 
beginning of the third century and which is found sometimes here, is the angular form of O and of 
the loop of P. In the one case, however, where the second hasta of n is short (II, 14 d(vv*rrrrov), it is 
probably to be accounted for by the crowding of the letters. In conformity with the Hellenistic forms 
of the letters is the use of elaborate serifs and perhaps also the ' bowing ' of some of the constituent 
straight strokes of letters, e.g. the lower arm of K which bows downwards in some examples. In V, 
37 (Trpdyorros) the lower diagonal of the E bows upwards. 

Other points about letter forms are conveniently dealt with in alphabetical order. The upright 
stroke of r is frequently carried higher than its junction with the horizontal stroke. The same is 
true of E. This letter always has a short central bar. E usually has a central bar stopping short of the 
sides of the letter and terminating normally, but not always, with serifs. Occasionally, however, a dot 
has definitely been used in preference to the bar, but it is sometimes difficult to make out the precise 
form of what was originally cut. The arms of K form a relatively acute angle with one another but do 
not extend to the base line or the full height of the letter. The first and last strokes of M depart from 
the vertical, sloping inward towards the top, and the middle of the letter does not extend to the base 
line. The absence of this last feature which is found on some inscriptions of the imperial period is 
hardly significant since it seems never to have been common. The right hand side of 0 is sometimes 
not joined, as in V, 42 rroKaccTrrricT&rco, and the letter itself, though it varies in size, is usually 
appreciably smaller than the adjacent letters. It is set slightly above the base line. The vertical hasta 
of the letter P is sometimes carried up above its junction with the top of the loop (compare r and E). 
The top and bottom strokes of M are generally horizontal, except for a few instances in IV (i7 Sriioafais 
second E, 21 cbs, 33 &pxfls) where they slope outwards slightly. In one place (III, 36 the second 
T of -roUtro), the left hand end of the crossbar of T is ornamented not with the usual serif but with a 
small curved flourish. The form of 0) varies: the upright may be identical in height to the adjacent 
letters, but can be higher and can extend below the base line (II, I7 (pov-riTat). In this example the 
O of 0) has been cut carelessly resulting in a squashed and angular form, and even when the letter is 
rendered carefully the circle is noticeably flattened (II, 25 ypiviacxa). The form of 2 is distinctive: the 
single horizontal subscript bar is normally in contact with, and closes the 0, but in at least one case 
(IV, 30 Kaecbs) the bottom of the 0 is open, and in another (IV, 32 6i) there is a clear space between 
the 0 and the bar. The serifs on the ends of the bar can be very exaggerated, and, when the surface 
of the stone is damaged, they can be very misleading. 

The condition of the stone makes it difficult to say whether more than one hand was involved in 
cutting the inscription. The relatively good state of preservation of III and IV, however, makes some 
comparison at least possible. The impression is of a freer use of serifs in III. These are usually 
bifurcated whereas in IV the serifs sometimes seem to be formed by a short cross bar. But this 
impression is probably misleading since in III the skin of the stone is exceptionally well preserved 
from about lines 17 to 27, towards the left hand side of the column, while in IV, though the text is 
very clear over large areas, the actual skin of the stone is lost and it is often impossible to determine 
the exact original nature of the serifs. The occasional slightly anomalous form of the 2 in IV has 
already been commented upon. In this column, too, the two lines forming the broken bar of the A 
sometimes cross slightly, as do its two side members at the top. None of this really constitutes clear 
proof and the question must remain open. 

Delphi and Cnidos 
It rapidly became obvious to Hassall, partly for the reason that both texts refer to themselves as 

either a lex or a plebiscitum, that the law from Cnidos was closely related to the ' Piracy Law' from 
Delphi; we believe that a case can be made for suggesting that the laws preserved in the two 
inscriptions are identical. In favour it can be argued: 
(I) that the two documents must be contemporary or nearly so. The Cnidos text as it survives does 
not contain the names of the Consuls of 100 B.C., as does the Delphi text, but it refers to Latin allies, 
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which places it before the Social War; it also lists kings (III, 38-4I) who are to receive letters, 
including the king of Cyrene, where there was no king after 96 B.C.; in describing the king of Cyprus 
as 8iaKxcrrEXcv, it displays a precise awareness (unlike Delphi) of an abnormal situation in Cyprus which 
fits only, within this general period, I04/3 to IOI/O B.C.4 The Cnidos law also refers to the conquests 
of T. Didius, as does the Delphi text. 
(2) that much of the subject-matter of Cnidos, columns III and IV, coincides precisely with that of 
Delphi, block B, while we make below a case for a further small overlap between Cnidos, column IV 
and Delphi, block C. To suppose two contemporary laws with overlapping subject-matter seems odd 
and it is worth drawing attention to the fact that, by contrast, although the Delphi and Cnidos texts 
have much in common with the Lex repetundarum, the Lex Latina Tabulae Bantinae and the 
Fragmentum Tarentinum, precise and extensive overlaps do not occur with any of them. 
(3) that the number of Roman laws of the appropriate date which are likely to have been inscribed in 
the Eastern provinces can hardly have been large; but we know that the Delphi law contained a 
provision for publication in those provinces. Other laws may of course have contained similar 
provisions. (There seems no reason other than such a provision for the bulk of the inscription at 
Cnidos.) 

Against identification one must say: 
(i) that despite the overlaps there are large areas of text at Cnidos to which nothing corresponds at 
Delphi and vice versa. Not all of these are significant: thus we know that we do not possess the 
beginning of the Cnidos text, so cannot expect to find at Cnidos anything that corresponds to what is 
preserved of Delphi, block A; we know that we have lost an unknown number of lines between each 
of the Cnidos columns (if the identity of the two texts is accepted this can be calculated as c. 60 lines), 
so there is nothing surprising in the existence of some areas of Delphi, blocks B and C to which nothing 
extant at Cnidos corresponds; the Delphi text too is incomplete, so the converse is also true. 

The difficulty arises over Delphi, block C. This begins with a fragmentary clause on the face of 
it concerned with the powers of a provincial Quaestor between handing over his province and arriving 
back in Rome and if this is so corresponds to the end of Cnidos, column IV and the lost upper part of 
Cnidos, column V; after the section dealing with the Quaestor there follows the notorious iusiurandum 
in legem on the basis of which the Delphi law is normally referred to L. Appuleius Saturninus and/or 
an associate or associates. Of the iusiurandum in legemr there is no trace at Cnidos, but we reckon that 
almost all of what appears on Delphi, block C could have been inscribed on the lost area of Cnidos, 
column V, given that the line length of this column is considerably longer than that of the other 
columns (itself suggesting that we are nearing the end of the law in this column). Delphi, block C 
ends with arrangements for the prosecution of those who break the provisions of the iusiurandum in 
legem; the content of Cnidos, column V is not absolutely clear, but it is certainly concerned with trial 
procedure, and it is therefore a reasonable conjecture that its content may have followed what we have 
at Delphi (for a possible tiny overlap see on C, 8 if.). But Delphi, block C is rightly supposed to be 
at the bottom of the area available for the 'Piracy Law' on the monument of L. Aemilius Paullus.5 

4 Ptolemy X Alexander I left Cyprus for Alexandria 
in 107. Soon after, his brother Ptolemy IX Soter II 
passed through Cyprus on his way to Syria, but at 
least one Cypriot mint continued to strike for 
Ptolemy X down to I05/4, and no Cypriot mint 
started to strike for Ptolemy IX until o00/99. It 
seems to follow that Ptolemy IX, although he 
returned to Cyprus from Syria soon after 107, did not 
control the island until well after his Syrian adventure 
of I03-I02 was over (see E. Will, Histoirepolitique ii, 
370-I; 376-7); anyone mentioning the king of 
Cyprus between I04 and ioo might well have doubts 
about his identity and express them by the formula 
found in the Cnidos text. (We are grateful for the 
numismatic information to Dr. 0. M0rkholm.) 5 The Delphi law occupies three blocks of approxi- 
mately equal size on the front face of the monument 
of L. Aemilius Paullus. It is in the highest degree 
improbable that it ever occupied more than this. 
The relevant layers of the monument, together with 
the corresponding blocks of the inscription, are as 
follows: 
Layer V Proxeny decree 
Layer IV Block A 
Layer III Block B 
Layer II Block C 
Layer I Proxeny decree 
Of these layers, V, II and I are almost completely 

preserved, with the bulk of the front face and the two 
side faces extant. The degree of taper of the monu- 
ment appears to make it certain that no more than 
two layers ever intervened between Layer V and 
Layer II. Layer III = Block B was seen by Colin 
and others from its content to precede Layer II 
Block C, and this is confirmed by the text from 
Cnidos. Layer IV = Block A presumably lay 
immediately above Layer III = Block B. 

It is moreover impossible that any of the Delphi 
law ever lay below Layer II = Block C. The right- 
hand face of Layer II bears an inscription which 
continues down onto Layer I, the front face of which 
is occupied by two copies of a proxeny decree. (It 
is also relevant that there are two uninscribed lacunae 
towards the bottom of Block C and a tendency 
towards crowding of the letters.) The left-hand face 
of Layer II is occupied by an inscription and both 
sides of Layer III are blank. The only place where 
any more of the Delphi law may be postulated is on 
the left-hand or right-hand face of Layer IV = Block 
A. But the date of the inscription on the front face of 
Layer I is later than the date of the law; if one is to 
invoke this inscription on Layer I to explain a 
placing of some of the law on the side of Layer IV, 
one has to suppose that the law was inscribed some 
time after it was passed, perhaps not a very plausible 
hypothesis. 
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If the two laws are identical, it is necessary to suppose that much was never inscribed at Delphi. 
(2) that where the two documents overlap the language is different in many respects, so that at the 
least we must suppose that we have two different translations. We must also make it clear that the 
differences are more than merely verbal (see n. 4 on the special knowledge displayed at Cnidos 
of the situation in Cyprus, p. 2Ix on the different ways of tackling sc. dolo malo at Delphi and Cnidos, 
p. 212 on a slightly different arrangement of two clauses). 
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FIG. 8. PROPOSED COMBINATION OF CNIDOS AND DELPHI TEXTS 

The correlation of the two texts has been calculated as follows: 

(I) Of the first 9 lines of Delphi, A, none can be represented on Cnidos, II; assuming that Delphi, A is two 
lines longer than B (B is three lines longer than C), then 27 of its lines are left to be accounted for. 

(a) Since 41 lines of Cnidos, IV are equal to about 12 lines of Delphi, B and C, 27 lines of Delphi, A will 
equal about 9I lines as long as those of Cnidos IV. 

(3) The 60 missing lines and 12 of the preserved lines of Cnidos, III correspond in length to 66 lines as long 
as those of Cnidos, IV; and the 3I preserved lines of Cnidos, II correspond in length to 25 lines as long as those 
of Cnidos, IV. The relevant parts of Cnidos, II and III thus will also total 91 lines of the stated length. 

(4) Since 66 + 25 = 91, the preserved portion of Delphi, A (fragments of the first few lines) will end roughly 
where the preserved portion of Cnidos, II begins. Its position as indicated on the above diagram is no more 
than a guess. 

Drawn by Mark Hassall. Copyright reserved 

We are not of course at all well informed on Roman chancery procedure, but it has been natural 
to assume that this kind of document would be translated in Rome by public officials in the state 
archive.6 If the identity of the Delphi and Cnidos documents is accepted we must therefore admit 
that this was not invariably the case. 

Certainly where two or more copies of a SC or Epistula are demonstrably preserved, the wording 
is normally the same, although the amount of the text actually inscribed may vary: the iudicium 
following on the SC de agro Pergameno is introduced by a letter and mentioned in indirect speech 

e R. K. Sherk, Roman documents from the Greek East (hereafter Sherk), pp. I8-I9. 
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in the Adramyttium copy, but stands by itself in direct speech in the Smyrna copy 7; but since the 
latter was inscribed much later, it is not surprising that the iudicium itself, perhaps sent for from 
Rome, was inscribed without a letter; otherwise the two texts are the same, apart from casual errors. 
Similarly the Phrygian copy (Sherk I3) of the SC Popillianum (Sherk ii) does not include the last 
sentence, perhaps because this appears to relate to Asia rather than to Phrygia; 8 otherwise the two 
copies are identical. The Priene and Miletus copies of the letter to the Koinon Asiae (Sherk 52) differ 
only in spelling and in the absence of the word Eppcoo-ee at Priene. The letter of Paullus Fabius 
Maximus on the calendar (Sherk 65), on the other hand, although it occurs in copies verbally identical 
apart from small errors of engraving at Priene, Apameia and Maeonia, was not all inscribed at Priene; 
part of the letter, occurring in both the Latin version and the Greek version at Apameia, was omitted.9 
This letter is also interesting, in that it is likely that the Greek version was either the primary version, 
composed in Asia, or at the very least a translation made by a Greek, probably in Asia.0l 

Three points come to mind: in the first place, the Delphi law made specific provision for 
publication; in the second place, it is only known to have made provision for publication in Asia-the 
copy at Delphi itself perhaps was neither mandatory nor specially translated and (unsurprisingly, in 
view of what we have seen) did not include everything; 11 thirdly, if a governor's letter could be 
composed in Greek, why could not the law from Cnidos be translated in Asia? Some evidence suggests 
that both the Delphi and the Cnidos texts were prepared by Greeks (see p. 2IO on the misunderstanding 
by both translators of sc. dolo malo), though it is a paradox that the Greek seems sometimes so inept. 

What, then, if we can accept that we have two copies of the same law, is the relationship of the 
Delphi copy to the Cnidos copy? Of Delphi, block B, about one-half is represented at Cnidos, 
corresponding to about one and one-third columns, on columns III-IV. The missing text at Cnidos 
therefore doubtless covered about 6o lines per column, as opposed to a maximum of 46 lines preserved 
on any column; this missing text lay above the text which we now possess; for there is a vacat at the 
bottom of column III and, probably, column II, and the lower part of a line of letters at the top of 
column IV. 

A text of the length of the Delphi text will have reached on the diagram above (Fig. 8) to the point 
marked X near the beginning of the preserved portion of the Cnidos text and to the point marked Y 
part of the way down column V of the Cnidos text. So far, so good. For nothing is preserved of 
Delphi, block A except for fragments of the first few lines, the correlate of which at Cnidos will have 
fallen outside the area where column II is legible; and the end of Delphi, block C corresponds to just 
about the point where column V of the Cnidos text becomes legible (for a possible tiny overlap see 
on C, 8 ff.). But in order to fill the lines missing above column II of the preserved Cnidos text, we must 
suppose the preamble of the law to have been inscribed at Cnidos (compare n. i6) and/or a long 
letter of introduction (if this is not to be sought on column I), possibly even a heading. At Delphi 
the preamble of the law does not appear and there is a short letter of introduction of about 5 lines, the 
equivalent of some 15 lines at Cnidos. We must also accept that there is a part of column V at Cnidos, 
for the correlate of which there is no obvious place at Delphi (see above). 

THE TEXT 

The text offered below is often uncertain, as we have shown by underdotting of letters, and at 
many points unsatisfactory. It is the result of much poring over the stones and over photographs (our 
squeezes were unsuccessful), which we have undertaken both individually and jointly. There is no 
doubt that some improvement is possible, but we do not think it proper to delay publication of so 
important a discovery. We have done our best, do not claim perfection and believe that by making 
our transcript available to others, with due warning of its shortcomings, we are taking the shortest 
route to the solution of its problems. We add that we believe advance to be made difficult by 
anomalies in the translation from Latin to Greek, demonstrable at some points (see pp. 2Io and 213), 
and by carelessness in the transference of the text to the stones (see pp. I97 and 2II on cutting in 
rasura, which strongly suggests correction of errors). We have tried to resist the temptation to 
explain on these grounds what we have failed to understand; for although in some places such grounds 
must surely be invoked, we feel that it is only after more consideration by more scholars able to draw 
on different expertise that they should be invoked. 

7 Sherk 12 (an inadequate guide to the texts of the for trials; Delphi had much experience in inscribing 
two copies). Roman documents and doubtless saw little point in 

8 See T. Drew-Bear, Historia 1972, 85-6. inscribing all this. We find it hard to think of any 9 See also U. Laffi, Studi classici ed orientali other principle of selection; local relevance cannot be 
I967, 5- invoked to explain what appears at Delphi or most 

10 R. K. Sherk, pp. zo7-8. of what appears at Cnidos (see above). 
1 The part omitted relates to details of procedure 
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CNIDOS INSCRIPTION: COLUMN II (see p. 20o) 
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DELPHI COPY, A 

[.............................................. K]VOV vac. 

[........................................ rrp6]s TrV S6i- 
[ov....................................... a yvco- 
[KEvoaI ? E1iriTE......................... ]TOVY 85iou yv- 

5 [cpri .....................................] TroOrrcov aCrr 
[.................................... ]ap Kai AY- 
[...................................]AI EYrE [a]uTov Kara 
[...................................... c]-rpocr'r y6v 6taSE- 
[XO6Evov.............. ...........-.]vios o [p] 

10 [.................................. AN av AYT[..... 
[.................................. X] cao[v ............ 
[ . ............................] [......] ................ 

CNIDOS COPY, COLUMN II 

(Two lines completely illegible) 
[. ]A [. .. .] 8' [u,ou] 'Pwopai 
[cov .[ [ .] ... .]Tas 'rOV 

[..c.4..]M [ .. ... ]NErTO 
[... .. ]HTA! rKT6o 

5 irrTS6o-ro [.. c. 7.. ]OA [.]UAAA!Q [..] 
[..]TroIeTIV a'VEU 560ov , 

ovripou [ol TE] .o- 
rat Pcw [cpalcov [di] TE aC[ljlx]aXot 6vo a- 

T[o]$ AcT[ivovu ooi]Ocp TE TC V r OvEov oit- 
VEs Ev (piAla &illox 'PPcopaicov EIaiv 

10 Iwrc S u . [T' [[a][o]XAaiS roIao;ecria Svvcov- 
Tai Ki. T.o [v] 6 [i]Kiaccov Truvx.iVcoov vac. 

vw.aTot acp.Xo [v]TE0S O 'S opT .iTcT.aS Kaga'. 
v6[p]otv i p iiptacrcx rrpos Tr6v orpcTrr- 
yov [i Oe]VTIt [o]TpaT'rp yov h &avO aTorrov rTOv 

15 Trlv M [oa<K ]8oviaS 6TrapXEiav Stoa<aTr(XOvTa 
6T[co] &roKCrracT TCxco'ioV TOUTOCO TcE 

iv[a] Tr pga [o]ecnatv wrolcratl qpov-rTiraa 8i T 
8e7ic oroII oi 01 eTrCrro TOUt'TOv ToOS 

TpctcTriOTbr T ElS T'rV MCKaESovlocv iS 
20 TrIv TrCapXEiav tji a&cwrooTExATrcocrav 

p|FlTE a WrOKioiaOTIvaI pirTE T CrpCaSOrlCvaI 
qpov-raTaccrcoCav TOv-ro TE av TOlS CVEV 

EAcrcrcad6aTr oS it8ov Troifc0 ai EEo-rTO rri- 
pl T E &v AYTOYE VTrrO TOVS wTl -rTv CrUVKArt- 

25 Tov Korra TOV VO6OV pj o T piq(tcrpa eWTavE- 
VEyKETV 86Ei 

' 
8ECTEai 6 TOUTOIS TOIS 

oTpoaTcrr TaO i Tro5S Ev MoKaEoviai oi- 
criv ciTou s8OOCrarTai Oaov r aCrUvKArlTrS 8i- 

KaCov fyijaE-rrTa ptia0oCaar l ow0rcS pt1Ci b- 
30 0T TOVTO oi Oa-rTO1 i ET 

' 
Tnv cOVKr'nTOV 

pJl vacxEppTo'av pl)T'E piicr-ocr(at 
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COLUMN III 

[ppovTrTia&rc xav ... ... 
[Perhaps c. 60 lines lost] 
[. .c. 8. .]EIAE pamccnecoS ~OvCOv TEO [.. c. 4 ..] 
. c 4. .]! E1S Tr .KaCTOV r[. . . ...]N A [..c. 6..] 
[. .]MHlHlsTOY[.]ozfTlK[.] M.A] INn.[. .c. 6..] 
E.m TO!.E1 .E! [*.. ]EII\ !Kcm MapKos ! [..c. C6..] 

5 K&TCrV crTPCrrlnYs KUpCcr cp Trpo il pcov y' vcbv- 
cov OI)3pPacov EKTr6 TfS5 []rrocPXEioas EKoC.TO- 

E[.]Q Yn[ ....]N][. .c . 5. 4. .]Ej^T6 .oI.iTCO [..] 
..C ]r .AY[..c 9..]]XIPH.A1EI ":Scos 56coi: 
Trovrlpoi[...] EK [..c5.15..]NHA!0[.]0[. c. 3.] 

10 ?KTOs T[ffs] crapXE[caS iS OnTrv ?TraCpxe?aCS K- 

Oea TroUTOV TOV -rv v6Oov EtvaC SE- f SErCtcs 
Ei PhA d&wr6 C,XvyKXrTOu yvcbprs15 wopEmE'- 

ait pirT TrpocyeTrco E?i p' SacrropEiacS Ev?- 
KEV f1 SrPOCicov XOapiv wrpcyp&6rcov rTOOS Tre - 

15 aurroi KCOXuvETro e6lbcS &veuv S6Oou wTovilpov 
o'TtvE5 Sf oi a T r E vel OTarV TOVUTOV TOV v6- 

pov 6 Silpos Kupboi-i pacraie? pcaai3AeUcr 'v 68i- 
IoilS rE Trpos ov0 (plcAa acrvpicxia T-CO 6rl- 
JCOI PcoTaiCcov Icr-rlv q)6povs wTpoC60Sou 

20 T-r arTpCTrlCOTaS T? T-reAcoaIJ Ev "Vror T 
T-rOt vOICol OvK T pcb"rirTa vac. 

oTrpcrrrlyos &vOcra-r6Os -r 6(5 > Trv 'Aoliav Ecrrp- 
Xelav StmcKr?X)(cov o?Cro S Co ccAaaaov Au- 
Kaoviav StiaKC nrrXrit ci TrE SAaacrxov TrorTOU 

25 I r Errapxc ia AvKcovica KcxacbS Kaci 7p(6)To(V ) -roV- 
TOV TrOV v6pov KVPcojfivoa OTrrnpx) v E 
Tro-rcoi T-rcI vO6pco OVK irpcbT-rTri vac. 

vTrOCTroS 6 rpcoTros yev6oivoS yp&aippcrcra 
iTpOS TroS 6rllovs rroAlTrrias T? Trrrpo6 ovS 

30 cv cavrrct paivnTari &rrocorreXQ rco rTOV STi- 
pov rTOV 'Pcopcaicov ENEITJ ANA 1IAI coore TroiS 
Tro?jTCra 'Pcopjaioov Kai TroUS CovU a(XOUos Aa- 
TJVOUS TE TCOV T?E KTOS eOVCOV ot-rVES ?V 
TrTt npiAiti TOoU 8ipou 'Pcopaicov sicriv ypTa &ar- 

35 pcAsias TrroicEOait Svvcovorai v. Mrv Tr KiAt- sic. 
KIaV Sti T'roUro TO Trp&ayiia Kcr&a -rouCrov rZOV v6- 
jov ?TrapXEiav oarpaTn-rytiKv w'eT[ro'rldKvai 
6pIoicos rS T' rp6s TrO poaaitAEx TOv v KU7irp [co] 81- 
CXKaToTXOvTa Kai p3aCiALa TOV ?v 'AXSeVyepi- 

40 ai KOxi Aiyurrrcot paoaiALoovrTa Kai Trp65 [f3]ao=il'- 
a TOrv iri Kupilvri paaicAEvovra Kci -rpos p3aal- 

vac. vac. vac. 

DELPHI COPY, B 

.......................o]ri Xc c . [v Tpc Tv.......................... 
.......................................................................... 
......... aujiaXia Ka]l qptiMa eo-riv TrOOI [8'pwioi TrCO 'Pcoiiaicov............... ] 

[................................... ..... ................................c 
c.c. o. c [ r p A o c cc........ ............. .]ve .... .. .. v "rTI [aXa tOVTCO1 r4 v6&CI v oiOsv H [.......................... ] 

[............................................................. 6ia t 6]r ( e $i 
aaoaoaov arC t &[TrrapXeia A]vKaovias garai Ka[c ..........................] 
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5 [.........................................................-"Y]wrra os, 6s &v 
1TpCOTOS yEvr T[ci, yptj>p]rra Trp6s roS ST5 86os TT[oXITEIas TS ...] 

........ ] EI orrcoS oTro7Tai 'Pcotiaic)v o'[jippaXolo] rE E?K TfiS 'lTraias Aorivot Tr T[? 
EeVn .....] 

KaCTr e]a7Xaacrav Scpac6os Tr?ETv 6vvco [vTCa,] 'IV Te KtAiKiav Sta TaOrras Tas aTia5s 
[.........] 
.... ] Kal 'Tr[p]6s TOV p3aaiAx TOV EV [Tri v]ficp K'rrrpcotl paaNIvoVTa Kal Trp6s TOV 
P3acnt\ [a TOV Ev 'AsE-] 

cavSpE(at Kal Aiy [TrTcoti paIcXEovra Kai rrpos TOV pacrinXa TOV ?V Kv]pifvri pjaaisEOVTa 
Kai 'Trp [6s] TOis pao'AeiS "roGs lv Xupiait ao'iX6Eov[Tas, ols rrao'i] 

10 qpiXia Kal aupjaX(ia E[crrl Trp6s T6v 8inov TOV 'Pcoicaicov, ypa&as itao'aqp&o'&]Tco Kal OTl 
8iKai6v E[oriv aO]TOvS ppovTioaai p ?K Trfi p3aoitNia ar T[cov pj)TS] Ti [s] 

Xcbpas f' opicov trrppaorp [S r5i&sd 6pp'iio'l, pr56& o!i &pXovT5s 1l ppoOpapXot o5s K]araorrc l- 
aoouotIv T[o*S] Trtepacrr&as row Xcovxrat, Kali ppovTricra, Ocov [Ev ac]ToTs5 c [Ti] 

TOUTO, 6 SljOS 6 'Pcolaico [v Iv' sis T"nv aWkTVTCOV acoTmpiav avuvEpyous xr rTpoiitous*] 

rpapiaocra [rTp6s T]o's pao'ies15 Kacra TOV v6pov TO'rov &wrroor6[X06p]J]va rTOi &[Ir6] 
['Po]icov wprcrpEvTr[aT]s, [ ........................................... &roS6Tco. 

--'Y'rraTo]s 6 'TrSpi TOT' TCOV Xcov T^V WTICE6taV ppovTricrr [Trf]s &aacWAeia[s a0-] 
[ToV TOiS VO6OIS Kail 8i]Kaiois [dxKoXov0cos. El SE................................... 

KaTao']Tar1r aovTai, Kal SE6'otl cbS v TrpoaipcovTat, rrpos Tf I[v] c'VVKXrTOV cb [o'auc-] 
15 [Trcos ?]KapEp'TCO, Kai 1) o'UyKl<XT[os KaeCbS &V avr)rr SOKlq elvat &K Tr-v 8rlOo'7coV wrrpay- 

pJ&rcv ]TriOTEcb5 TE I6SaS poouvXEoe'oo' Ocra T-E r'TEp TOrOUv [T]ov Trpay!crros fi [cauy-] 
KAXTos [8]oytoriari, apXcov & avTr&[pxcov wras5 povriETrco s8o6TC0 TrE pyac[Iav K TOV 

SOKOvr]oS EldVaI OTOOS ovTrcos yEvrrTai. - "YTarroS, ct &v y?vyriTat 6s av T[e a'rrai-] 
Tr OToTCoS o0Tros Tars TrpEpo [iais &raTroKpivrlrai, TroiS TpeaposurTas TO5 Trapa rTO i iS]pjou 

TOV 'PoSo{OV, o?TlVES &(v) ?v 'Pcbltl )Catv, C(JyK,TrTO(v) KrTO[S Tfis] 
T EcVT&CS A o86T' rorovTUS [Tr TroS Trpec3irrTas ................................... 

?Kr]6s rfis avv[T]&6Ecos Eis TrIv arVyKAT-rov Eicrayroo, [T]fis TE r v[yKi-TOrv] 
86yoa qppovTICorTco Iva y?vr[Toai wretsav arros KaTr& TOrrOV TOV vopov, EiTE v](~)Os 

Eo'TiV ETre Sqipov yvpl o'i OTIV, EiryEtIoX&bS * TOUV[T]O Tr &T [r'[.jicq aivrTo] 
20 []Ecrrco Trotioat.-l Tpctr[rr y6p s vr toTpa-prryos q avv0irros, 41TIVI ?]lS 'Aaiav 

wTrapxEiav, Failco Mapicot Kal AEUKilO OacAEpicot [06rrcTOIS,] Erra[px]Eia E[y-] 
VETO, ypaipacra rrpos ToS 81 6po[us wrorrTEiaS TE(?)EO6UiS awTrorEIXco Kai pp6os] Tros 

Jpac'.Eis T0O1S ?rrwvco yEypappwvoVs, 6oo[i [s 8E wrpS o05 K] al 6 'VTCTOS KrT[a] 
TOU-rOV TOV V6Ov ypapEtv Ka[0cb5 &v avYrc SOKY, KaAcoS XEIV &1tcbaEt. Kai TOrOU TOU 

v]6pou &vrTiypaqov aTroaCTEtr rco 'rrp6 TE Tas Tfr6AEI[S Kai wro]rrITia5 Trp65 ovs Kara 
TOUTOV TOV VO6ov &aTocrrO EX [tv Sei yp&au.a opra, :TtcrrpOqplv TOIOVpJVOS, ocov &v ?]v 

Suvvrc4p , 'frrcs, o 6o 
' 
a&v yp&opctora Kcrra TOUTOV T[6v v6]iov [rrp6O s o0s &v &rocrrTXoEE, o- 

TrCO5 &aro6o9i0 KarTa rTOV VO6ov T[O'TOV ? Kai, &KOXOtOcoS roTS EK&oCrTCOV fTrITT8E]vao'tiv, 
Trpos o0s av KaTa ToVTOV TOv v6piov yp [ia[raccTa aTr]orocapT vao , EIv S 5[AX]Tov aX- 

25 KqV yp&paorra ?vKExapay,pE[va gcrOco, Ei S'E pf, EV X(O6c pappapivc f K]ai Ev AEJK1OMrTI, 
oTrcos Ev Tais TTo6AECit KKE[fiiEva iCj EV iEpcj] &yop&ot pavEpcos, 60Ev suvv- 

rOVTaIt eC [Ol]KOTES acvaytvcbo [KEtI iaOrTEs8ot O pOUvAO,6EVOI. Ka;l Ix aA.]cos ]o ov'ro0s 
ypaarco ivarTav' & [rr6 "TOV ca]ov [pa'AEtTs Kal S8fjp]ot ols &v &px(coatv Tavra To [r0ca-] 

TOcOav. "Oaool av Kara TO'rTOV TOV [votov T'nv ?'rrapxEtav EXco'tV, iva o'rcos yIvr]Tat 
yppovTt(caTYcoaav. 7Tp [arrTy6s avTIcrrp&rrlyos i1 &ve]TrraTos, OiTnvE KOrTa TOoTO [v] 

TOV v6pov, EYTE SrlpOU yvcbprl Eri<I > [ETTE VO6tOS, i' KaTa avyKiTOu ?roy0ypa Ev Ma]KESOViat 
wTapxEiav EtE, E1 [OS TrpO5 XEpC'O6v)ov KaivE]]K1iv, jS TiTros sEiSO yopgEYvo[s] 

EKp&T'clav, TTopEveuiTCT * TOV TE Erwap [XoEa ........................ ?-]fTT ' Ta'rTrrV TE 
TiMv ETapX [Eiav ......................rOtEi]Tco TE, Ka0cbS &v aCrrcolt OKli, Ka- 

30 ACOs EXetvf , w sco5 Tr5 8rpoo'ia[s rpo [a65ous ali &v V KEivn Ti tTrapXE]ilat &Cytv KapTEnvCOVT- 
[at ................................ 8]E'cE?t oT&Or6s TrE KaaTOUv Eviav- 

TOO LhT ?70ac''ov iiEpcV [iKOVTra ............................... TOTrOt]S Trp TOV 
a[Nov .................................., 6C]ov &v [SwUaTos i,] OrrcO arro[l] 
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['rrp]6S o0S &v TOI 86iCo TCo [t 'PCoalaicov ......................................... 
. a c - ... ]2 05ToS [6 a-r-] [p........ ..................................................]Y oC os [6 oT-] 

[pa]M [y6s ................................................................. 

........................................................................ ] 

CNIDOS COPY, COLUMN IV 

[?ETS TOr Vs E:v Ipiat pacrlAEvoVTraS.......] 
[Perhaps c. 60 lines lost] 

A[ ... ....] 
[ ......]!o!![..c. 4..] 
[... .. .]Kacr&a roirrov rT v6pov 'rrv [.. c. 4..] 
[..c. 5..KaTc]Xcoolvv Tvva orros 6 v6otoS oCrrco [ykv-] 

5 TrTa[ti KUpt]o9V povTriEswV Erco vac. 
-TpaTr [y6s &vTlorrp&]Tjryos &veOuraros 6s TE a[v] 

Kcr [ToC roUTO TOV v]6Oiov 1 nrpiClaa fl c O'vvKAi-rTOU S6- 

[yiMa MaOKe8ovi]av wTrapXEiav SioacrrTxrltn StiKaOK- 
g[rnl evOe]S [els] XEpcr6vroov KaIVEtK1iV TE fiv Ti- 

10 TO[S AEfStoS] wrroEji.tv opi8OKTrrirov ACapv 0ro- 
[pEvo-]co ? o5 TrE TIrapXEia Xepco6vr6o'S TE Kat- 
V[EiKil T]or]c, rTarTlV TrE M'V rTO(apXEiav' &Hia 
pie[T&a 'ri] MCaKeovias StcaKcT)rEXco TTOltiTCO TE 
OrrcOS [ao]Tcot &v Ka&itorra S6KrlI yeyovEvat t- 

15 va TaTS B6rJllioias wTpoO68otS TraS eV KEiVrlI 
rTit [X]cbpai oOcais Kaicr T6V V6OIOV KapTri-ov- 
Trai 6v TrOT8 TaUrati TlOS 8riioCoatoaS Trpor6- 
8oiS Ka[p]rrcseaa c I 6ecraei oTrrO6 T'rs KC6' EKacrrOV 
Eviacu[T]ov PI] SAac:'CO v AEKEVOIS T05 T6OTTOIS 

20 rrpo To[U] aOrTcot ETEPOV 8lta6cacoai il,.tpcov ~'- 
KoVTa Eo-rcO Epyaaiav TE S6OTC cos a'V 8avva- 
TOS ?t1 wroiEv cT- wrp6s oTS wrpOs TOVr 8riv ov 
TOV 'Poorpaicv (pilAa oavipaXia TE ?cTiorv OTCOS 
TCOV 6[p]icov ix ~gco86vmxrat pI|T? TIS a'vroTs ?v- 

25 1ToScos pHi-TeF &8tKipacrot yivrlTal tva TE oiros 
sic. 6 ocrpa[Tr]Ty6os rl x&veOnrorr6s T-r T?E Tv TriS Maon<ro- 

vias ^[w]cTapXdeav oaKrraTXcov wrpO TOi UK Tf5 wTroap- 
XECa[S f]KXcop?EV KrTa TO T'fS caUVKArTOU 6oy?Ca 
TO E [Tr'oa]Or6T yev6PEvOV opia Tf'S XEpcaovriCOU Tf-r 

30 Kalve []Kfis <1(t) o'UrcoS Kaccs a&v avrcril 56KTi(i) K&hi'Xo- 
Ta yey[o]vEvati os Tar6xtora vac. 

'Eav oir[os] 6 oTrporrnyo6S Ct T'rs 'Aicia Mcre8ovias TE 
rrap [XEi]a EyEVETO TTS apXS ci arrTov &drrew'Tnrrl d rrinn- 

rat N [.c. 4.]N fTrlT&Tyr i ovuicra Travroov Trpayp&- vac. 
35 TCOV [7rr]io-rpoqpiOv T-E IroltdOCa KOA&E1iV I8KatO8oTE?T 

KpEiv[eiv K]pITrs {EVOKpiT&S 6t86vai &va5oXcoAv KTrlIa- 
TCO [.. c. 6..]EAPOAOEEI dCTrreeuvepcCbaeis CocraTrcos Ka(- 
T-a rMv [8]IKatoooiav gorco KaOcbs v TV -fpl Xpit t3rrp- 
XEV O[irT]6s TE 6 &cvITacTOS Ecos TOVTOIV EoS av 

40 eiS TnyV ['P]cbpjrv EiXcaveOt go-rco vac. 
'Eav oirros 6 Taacias fi avcrTapifas c () TfS 'Aaias MacKS [o-] 

vias TrE[Tap.]eiCa EyEVETO Trls aPpXq'S aCOTOv a'TEirrt (i) 
f &Tr[e'rnrl]Ta[t] 6pio(cos TCwV Xprp&crcov T-CV B6l- 
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06Tn Koid l i rToV iAAcov yypaTrTat. - "Ocra xpracra KorcT TO TOV TOV v6opov &ararTli60j, 
?aV TauTa T-r XpripaTca, orav arrrac-lTri Ev & arl, OV av aralTie , 6 au-] 

rTO o-rp [ocri]y6s, wrps 6v TrEpi TOUTroU wrp6s Tiv &p)(xv -Tpo'aXX9 i, [KpTv r] KpXTiplov 
OV[TCO s 6]Tco, oCov av [aOrcr opaivrnTai, Tro]Tov Trap' oi &v arrT[rQOi Kora TOU-] 

30 [rov] T6v v6pov TCI 86plcoi 8[tia'uaEov &irpoqaacrofr]cos o*5r6s T[E.................. 
................ ]OTOnPA[ .............] KpiTrv[....]ANT[ ...... ... .] 

[. TO[. ]TH[. ..........] ............. .......... ]TH [ .............. 

CNIDOS COPY, COLUMN V 

[Cioo%icv... 

[Perhaps c. 60 lines lost] 
(One line quite illegible) 
...] E [... 

[....]PE[ .....][... 
En!TA[ ... .]o. uET[.. .... 

5 -roV TOV Trpa [y].TrroS NE[.]QY[ .... .][.] [.]N [... 
TOYTO[... 
OYTE[.]Q [... 
EK TOrV X [p]nrl.rcov[... 
o!I[... 

10 SOMEN. [ .... .1T! NOQTE[.]Y[... 
MENO: [..]TQNH. [.] ![.]A[ . c.10 ..]TTE[... 
METAE [ .... ] jPOZAYQ E! [... 
NE!XE [.. c.5 ..Xp]qcroS ?KCc[-r- ... 
TAp [. ]P [.. Q!!! P!PAA [] Tcr. .apKovTa rev [TrE ... 

15 Tp!gIKo9qic V iEKEivovU TOvTOV KAT[... 
A [. ]QINEKOYAEPAT[.] [.]E! [.]QET!!AKOJ [... 
opaKKovrca TrcTEV n! [.]QT[. ]TQY Kacros [. 
MEPAEUEHIKI Eva EKacaros ?K TOv T[Ov?... 
ECos Ol 8.EKaOTTVTE XOITwTOt SEQ [.]XOH![... 

20 OUrEp vKeiVov apXCcoVv &6v v' eavTOo ?Kcq[TOS ... 
p~XP 'o-rTOvU cos TEK[.]E!P! [.]E[ ... .. .'repi -roj 
TrpcaycTros Eis EKE!AOYZ 86KE.v [. j!2E [... 
?K?IVOI KPEiVCcoaiV 6IICpOK6IO[T]E s [...]. [... 
TEOY cbS TOUOTO Tr rrpayca E[.]IHM[... .A[... 

25 NAIS Trpos vcTO'v TrEpi TroUT0 TO '.v Tp c YaTOS 9 ... 

KpiOrnl Kao Kai KaoS EKEiVCo1 'TO rTEOV Eipos rep [i TOIToV] 
TroV Trpayp,oTro yvcopirlv &Tre(pqvcaro fTE[... 
iAI 'TroEiT-rco is -r T-OVTO nTpayaoc [.]TO.N [.9ON[. .. 
EIN TTpocaayyEial U6Xp(t) Ep'KOoI BoeiTrco E2OY[... 

30 NON pi ' a.xcos oTs TOvTO 'r6 Trpay:ypc 1AapCTr[piav... 
AiyeIv n cbs KacoS av Ei EKEiyVov OvoCa T.[.,. 
TA TTopver1uo'a6vov TrpoaTCrEwpcVov. vov[... 
AOY papT-rpiav T-E Eir'1 ??yEI(v) ocrris Kara T9OT[OV TOYv v6voov] 

eXvue'voS Earal CrOT 6 ETrpKpipaTro AAIK[... 
35 NAI Trrpil TOU'TOV TOv Twp&aycrros iq'oi 9Trco [s ... 

E-rTai KaTr& TOUTTOOV TO v6oy r EvoX9p E o. [co ... 
Tpit TO'UTOu TOp.- Tros KCaTC TOUTOV T []V y [6]v ov... 
tIx Eo'rco S Ka.ra TOv'TOV Trv v6o 'oy [.]HK[ .... .]P ]. . 
EKao-ros a0-rv Xprav . c ov 6.ey[.]T!!l [..]TQYT [.. ... KC 

40 rTOV -rv v6iov KaTaKpiTOS EcTc Tr TOVTO XPti [ ... 
TO KpthipplOV 811iK9vaeV EK TCoV vrwapXoyToV [... 
EicroSiaaTcrw TCd aTOKcrarrqo'a&co [... 

r'pl Trof- 

. ..TEO]- 

rov TOo] 

*TOVTO .]v aro-] 
.]! vac. 
...* ]o- 
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TCOS el'ro008&o i & TW -rOKaaTrC cYit TO fij' i [cv T-rTOTOOU pro XpT]roo 
ElS T6O rL6o10ov wrpOs TOV ToCiloav c&TOKOC[TacO( Trja'rrcoT .. c.5 .. ]T6 8E fj- 

45 pIoau [...]EIN col 860t-raT a'Tro8o6rToc[I .. ...] TOV 

[. ..]X[.]HMATO[... 

TRANSLATION 

A. ...] common (? league) [.. ?..] to the People [.. ?..] in order that [you may know that ?the Roman 
People has] decided [.. ?..] plebiscite [.. ?..] of these (?to him, ?to it) [.. ?..] Pamphylia and 
Ly[kaonia ?.. ?..] and if (?or) him [.. ?..] Praetor [.. ?..] let the law be as if [.. ?..] whatever 
[. . ? .] less [... 
Col. II ....] the Roman People [.. ?..] as ?he was giving back (? it was being given back) [.. ?..] 
to do without malice or ill-will [?and] in order that the citizens of Rome and the allies of the Latin 
name and equally those of the nations who are in the friendship of the Roman People may be able 
to sail the seas in safety and obtain what is right. 

The Consuls in office who are or shall be required, in accordance with law or plebiscite, to act 
or provide for action in order that (certain) soldiers may be returned to the Praetor, Propraetor or 
Proconsul who is governing the province of Macedonia, and in order that they may be handed over to 
him, these Consuls are not to send these soldiers to Macedonia, to the province, nor to provide for 
their transport and handing over; and it is to be allowed them to act in this way without incurring 
personal liability. And concerning those matters in which ?the same Consuls are or shall be required, 
in accordance with law or plebiscite, to bring before the Senate a motion on the amount of corn to be 
given to these soldiers when they are stationed in Macedonia, how much, that is, the Senate shall 
decide to contract for, in order that the contract may be let, the Consuls are not to bring this before 
the Senate nor [provide for] letting the contract [... 
Col. III. ...] of a king, of nations [.. ?..] and to each ?man [..?..] decision [..?..] Marcus 
P[orcius] Cato, praetor, secured three days before the Nones of February, outside the province each 
man [.. ?..] let him not do [.. ?..] with malice or ill-will out of [. . ?..] outside the province, of 
which province he is or shall be required, in accordance with this law, to be (governor), he is not to 
go with malice or ill-will except by decree of the Senate, nor to lead troops out unless for transit or on 
public business and he is to restrain his suite. 

The peoples and nations who, at the time when the Roman People confirms this law, contribute 
tax or revenue or soldiers to a king or kings or peoples who have friendship and alliance with the Roman 
People, are not affected (in this matter) by this law. 

The Praetor or Proconsul who governs the province of Asia governs Lykaonia, and the province 
of Lykaonia is under his government, just as before the passage of this law, and he is not affected (in 
this matter) by this law. 

The senior Consul is to send letters to the peoples and states as he thinks fit, announcing that the 
Roman People [has taken steps to ensure] that the citizens of Rome and the Latin allies and those of 
the nations outside (Italy) who are in the friendship of the Roman People may be able to sail the seas 
in safety; and has made Cilicia for this reason a praetorian province by this law; and likewise he is 
to write to the king ?holding power in Cyprus and to the king ruling in Alexandria and Egypt and to 
the king ruling in Cyrene and to the king[s ... 
B, 1. 8 (11. I-8 overlap col. III, 11. I4-4). ...] and to the king ruling in the island of Cyprus and to the 
king [ruling] in Alexandria and Egypt [and to the king] ruling in Cyrene and to the kings ruling in 
Syria [who all] have friendship and alliance [with the Roman People and] is to [make clear] that it is 
also right that they should take action to prevent any pirate from [using as a base of operations] their 
kingdom, land or territories [and that no officials or garrison commanders] appointed by them should 
harbour the pirates and to take action, as far as is in their power, to ensure that the Roman People 
[shall have in them zealous contributors to the safety of all]. The letters being sent to the kings in 
accordance with this law [he is to give] to the [Rho]dian ambassadors [.... The Consul] who is 
concerned with these matters is to take thought for [their] safety [in conformity with law and ?what is] 
right. [?If ambassadors about this matter] are presented and it is necessary (to ?) as they ?choose 
he is to [?bring the matter before the Senate likewise] and the Senate is to deliberate [as it thinks best 
in the public interest and according to] its conscience. Whatever the Senate decrees concerning this 
matter [every] magistrate and promagistrate [is to take thought and see to it as it seems best to him] 
that the decree is put into effect. 

The Consul to whom (the relatio) falls, whoever [?asks] that [?he reply] to the embassies, is to 
give an audience with the Senate extra ordinem [to the ambassadors] of the Rhodian People, whoever 
are in Rome, and is to bring them into the Senate extra ordinem [. . ?..] and to see to it that a decree 
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of the Senate [is passed when] he has brought them, in accordance with this law, whether it is a law 
or plebiscite; and this he may do without [fear of punishment]. 

The Praetor, [Propraetor or Proconsul to whom] the province of Asia [falls] in the consulship of 
C. Marius and L. Valerius [is to send] letters to the peoples [and states and] kings named above and 
equally [to those to whom] the Consul [asks him] to write in accordance with this law [as he thinks 
best]. He is to send a copy of this law to the cities and states to whom [he is required] to send in 
accordance with this law [letters, taking care, as far as] he is able, that whatever letters he sends in 
accordance with this law, and to whomsoever he sends them, they are delivered in accordance with 
this law. [According to the customs of each of those] to whom letters are sent in accordance with 
this law the letters [are to be] engraved on a bronze plaque [or else on a marble slab or] on a whitened 
board, in order that they may be clearly exposed in the cities [in a temple] or market place, (in a 
position) in which [anyone who wishes] may stand and read [at eye-level]. He is to write in this way 
[and no other] in order that [the kings and the peoples] over whom they rule may carry out these 
instructions. Whoever [governs the province] in accordance with this law is to take thought that 
[this is put into effect]. 
(L. 27-34 overlap Col. IV, 11. 6-25.) 
Col. IV, 1. 5. ... The Praetor], Propraetor or Proconsul who governs or [shall] govern the province 
of Macedonia in accordance with law or plebiscite or by decree of the Senate is to go, as quickly as 
possible, to the Caeneic Chersonnese which Ti[tus Didius] took by force in his campaign and, the 
Caeneic Chersonnese being his province, he is to govern this province together with Macedonia and 
is to act as seems best to him in order that whoever shall be required to collect the public revenues 
in this area shall, in accordance with this law, collect them. He is to be in these parts each year 
for not less than sixty days before his successor takes over from him and he is to take steps as best 
he may be able in order that those who have friendship and alliance with the Roman People may 
not be expelled from their territories, that no one may be an obstacle to them and that they may suffer 
no wrong and in order that this Praetor or Proconsul who governs the province of Macedonia may, 
before leaving his province in accordance with the decree of the Senate relating to him (?confirm) 
the boundaries of the Caeneic Chersonnese or (?) as seems best to him, as quickly as possible. 

If the Praetor to whom the province of Asia or Macedonia has fallen resigns from or [.. ?..] 
his province Plegally [.. ?..] he is to have power in all matters, animadversionemfacere, to punish, to 
hold court, to judge, ?to assign arbitrators and foreign judges, (to ?authorise) [.. ?..] of sureties and 
property, and manumissions in the same way as when he exercised jurisdiction in his office as 
governor; and this Proconsul is [not to be liable to be called to account] until he returns to Rome. 

If the Quaestor or Proquaestor to whom the province of Asia or Macedonia has fallen resigns or 
[.. ?..] his office [he is ?to take thought for] public monies equally [... 
C, 1.5 (11. i-4, overlap Col. IV, 11. 36-42). ...] and fine [.. ?.. as] when he was in office; and he is not 
to be liable to be called to account until he returns to Rome. [.. ?..] He is to do whatever he is 
required to do in accordance with this law and no magistrate [or promagistrate may intervene in 
such a way that] what is [laid down] does not [take place ?in those circumstances in which] it should 
take place in accordance with this law. 

The Praetor [or Proconsul who] has either Asia or Macedonia as his province shall, within the 
ten days immediately after he learns that this law [has been confirmed by the People] in the assembly, 
take an oath to do everything that he is required to do in this law and shall not do anything contrary 
[to its provisions] with malice or ill-will. 

The magistrates now in office, excepting the tribunes and governors, shall take an oath within the 
five days [immediately after] the confirmation of this law by the People and all who shall subsequently 
hold a magistracy except governors shall, those of them who are in Rome, [take an oath] within the 
five days immediately after they take up office, swearing by Jupiter and the Ancestral Gods to do all 
the things that have been laid down in this law and to see to it that they are put into effect and not 
to do anything contrary to this law nor to act so that anyone else does so nor to act otherwise than as 
prescribed in this law in order that it may be put into effect. No-one is to do anything contrary 
to this law with malice or ill-will; whatever anyone is required to do in accordance with this law, 
let him do it. Let no one act in such a way that this law is fraudulently not enforced with malice or 
ill-will, and let no one act or issue an edict so that what is required in accordance with this law does 
not take place. Those who are required to act or swear, let them act and swear so that nothing takes 
place to a lesser extent or otherwise than is prescribed in this law; anyone who acts or issues an edict 
contrary to this law, whatever he does not do in accordance with this law or if he does not swear in 
accordance with this law, let it not be possible for him to go [un]punished and let there be no hindrance 
if anyone wishes to indict him. If anyone does anything contrary to this law, whether someone is 
required to do something or to swear in accordance with this law and fails to act or swear, or if 
anyone diminishes the effect of this law or acts contrary to it except as is prescribed in this law, 
whether he acts or issues an edict or breaks the law (in any other way) with malice or ill-will, let 
him be fined 200,000 sestertii for each offence; and if anyone fails to do something except as is 
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prescribed in this law (?or does something) otherwise than (?is prescribed in this law) and whatever 
anyone does otherwise than is laid down in this law, he must pay this sum to the people. As for this 
sum, anyone who wishes, who is a free born member of this state, let him institute proceedings 
against and bring to court those against whom it is allowed in accordance with this law to propose a 
fine and whom it is possible to bring to court, and let him register the name with the man who is 
responsible for these matters. And no magistrate or pro-magistrate is so to act that the matter does 
not come to court nor is he to prevent this sum being made the subject of legal proceedings and being 
sued for, nor is he to prevent the court from sitting and the sum from being paid over. If anyone does 
anything contrary to this (procedure) or hinders it or issues an edict (against it), he is likewise to be 
fined for each offence as if he had acted contrary to this law or as if he was required to do something 
in accordance with this law and failed to do it; and he is to be fined in the same way as is prescribed 
for the other cases. Whatever sum is sued for in accordance with this law, if this sum, when it is sued 
for, from whomsoever it is sued for, is not [paid], the same Praetor, to whom the case was brought in 
the beginning, is to assign [a iudex or] iudicium, for as much [as seems right to him to be paid 
Pforthwith] to the people in accordance with this law from whomsoever it is sued for; and he [...] 
?matter [ .....] iudices [... 
Col. V, 1. 5 .... ?concerning] this matter [..?..] this [.. ?..] neither [..?..] of the things [.. ?..] 
?of each thing [..?..] forty-five [..?..] of three hundred, of that man to whom of this [..?..] 
?thirty [.. ?..] forty-five [.. ?..] each man [.. ?..] one man each from ?these (?this) [.. ?..] until 
the fifteen remaining [.. ?..] on behalf of that ?man the magistrate whom in his place each man 
[.. ?..] up to this point until [.. ?.. concerning this] matter to those men ?has given [. . ?..] those 
men may judge under oath [. . ?. .] in order that this matter [.. ?..] to him concerning this matter 
[.. ?..] ?it (?he) may be judged and just as to him the majority concerning this matter has announced 
its judgment [.. ?..] let him make ?in regard to this matter [.. ?..] to summon up to twenty let 
[?power] be given [.. ?. .] not otherwise those to whom [.. ?..] to witness this matter than as just as if 
the name of that ?man [.. ?..] about to be going, having been announced [.. ?..] and he may be 
allowed to give evidence whoever in accordance with ?this law shall have been acquitted so as to be 
[.. ?..] from a preliminary judgment concerning injustice [. . ?..] concerning this matter in respect of 
which ?thus [.. ?..] he shall be in accordance with this law he is not to be liable [.. ?..] concerning this 
matter in accordance with this law [.. ?..] and he is not to be in accordance with this law [.. ?..] 
each man, of these things, whence [.. ?..] this [.. ?..] in accordance with this law he shall be 
condemned (?in relation to) this thing [.. ?. .]the court has completed ?this trial, out of the things 
belonging (?being) [.. ?..] he is to collect, hand over [.. ?. .] thus he has collected or handed over, 
he is to hand over the half of this ?property to the Treasury, to the Quaestor, [.. ?..] and the other 
half to [.. ?..] to whom it is to be given or restored [... 

COMMENTARY12 

A, i, K]oiv6v, Colin I930, not noting vacat; OIAION, Cuq, CRAI I924, 285. 
4-5, Tr]o 6 v8ioV yv[cb]/[vn], Colin 1930. 
5, a*rco[v], Colin 1930. 
6, Pamphylia, appearing here, throws a rather interesting light on the mention by Posidonius 

(FGH 87, fr. 36 = Edelstein-Kidd, fr. 253) of Q. Oppius as oTparry6s of Pamphylia, given the clear 
statement in III, 22-7 that Lycaonia was by the time of this law a Roman province; Pamphylia was 
perhaps also under Roman rule by now. Au/[KOaovfa] should perhaps be restored here rather than 
Au/[Kia], (so all hitherto); the indiscriminate ravages of C. Verres cannot be taken as evidence that Lycia 
or any other place was under Roman rule, contra S. Jameson, RE Supp. xiii, 277. 

8-9, compare the reference to the supersession of a governor in IV, 26-8. 
I I, some part of wTp&oaEmv is also possible. 
I2, not noted by Colin. 

II, i- i. These constitute the end of a paragraph containing material some of which we learn later 
(III, 3I-5) is to be mentioned in a consular letter to selected peoples and states. It is clearly relevant 
to the Cilician situation, and we suggest therefore that we have the end of a paragraph concerned with 
the annexation of the area of Cilicia recently conquered by M. Antonius and its organization as a 
province. Since the paragraph contains a provision for safe transit by sea, it is reasonable to suppose 
that the fragmentary and lost lines immediately preceding line 6 contained regulations for the military 
and especially naval protection of the area against pirates. We can offer no convincing restoration of 
lines I-5; the reading thereafter is aided by the correspondence with III, 31-5. 

12 The Delphi text is hereafter referred to by the notation A, i (= Block A, line i) and so on, the Cnidos 
text by II, i (= Column II, line i) and so on. 
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6, the translation at Delphi and Cnidos of the Latin phrase sc(iens) dolo malo leaves much to be 
desired; 13 at C, 10, 15 and i6 the translator has apparently taken sc(iens) as s(in)e and translated 
accordingly; at III, I5 he has apparently had a marginal note to say that sc. is to be read as sciens, 
but has translated both sciens and s(in)e. At III, 8-9 the translation is correct, at C, 2I correct but 
incomplete. What has happened here? If sc. dolo malo stood in the Latin text, a negative is presumably 
needed for nroiEiv. 

7-8, for explicit mention of Latins, but not Italian allies, see H. Stuart Jones, JRS 1926, I68-9, 
following Colin. 

II, for -r&v SiKaicov 'rvyX&v?v compare Sherk 18, lines 64 and I20. 
I2, here begins a new clause, what follows shows that the subject is now Macedonian affairs. 

It appears to be envisaged that a law or plebiscite requires certain Consuls to send soldiers to 
Macedonia (presumably reinforcements voted before the Thracian victory of T. Didius, perhaps men 
originally diverted for another campaign such as the Cimbric War; on legions in this period, see 
P. A. Brunt, Italian Manpower 430-I), to initiate debate in the Senate on the amount of food that 
must be provided for them, and to let out the contract for its provision (the Censors of I02 will have 
left office in mid-ioi). The paragraph under discussion abolishes this whole procedure; that perhaps 
implies the possibility of discharging veterans, which will doubtless have been welcome, despite 
perhaps exacerbating problems of settlement (on which see M. H. Crawford, Roman Republican 
coinage ii, 629-30). 

The Greek is awkward throughout; our understanding of it is expressed in our translation. 
I3, both the Delphi and the Cnidos texts persistently refer to themselves as laws, and that is 

clearly what they are (with III, 16-17, 25-6 and C, x1 compare FIRA i, 6, line 23; 7, line I2); but the 
Cnidos text at two points (here and line 25 below) refers to another law as a lex plebisve scitum, and the 
Delphi text at two points, and the Cnidos text at one point, refer to themselves in the same way 
(B, 19; B, 27-8 = IV, 6). After the Lex Hortensia, a lex and a plebiscitum had equal force, and 
there appears to be no significance in the variations of terminology (compare FIRA i, 7, line 74, ex 
lege, quam L. Calpurnius L.f. tr. pl. rogavit, with 8, line 6, ex] lege plebive scito, quod C. Sempronius 
Ti.f. tr. pl. rog(avit); note also the random terminology in the Lex Latina Tabulae Bantinae, FIRA 6). 

Translations of gubernatorial titulature are erratic; the full formula should doubtless be 
crTpoaryos6, avTomrp&rryo ?os c veuraros (II, 14-15-Macedonia; B, 20 (restored)-Asia; B, 25 = IV, 
5-Macedonia); but crrpcrry0T yos d vOrrrcaos occurs (III, 22-Asia; IV, 25-Macedonia; either 
4&vrnacrp&TrTyos or &v0OCrros is missing from C, 8-Asia and Macedonia); o-rpaTryo6S occurs alone at 
IV, 3I-Asia and Macedonia. (In III, 5 and C, 29 the -rparryo6s is apparently urban; A, 8 is 
fragmentary.) 

22-3, oveu &aaacbiac-ros ISfou seems to correspond to sine fraude sua, new in this sense, as far as 
we know. 

28-3I, our text provides a remarkably clear statement of the procedure for letting contracts for 
military supplies, cf. Cl. Nicolet, Ordre iquestre 320. 

III, x, before ]eias not much survives except a bottom serif, so that the letter could incorporate an 
upright or a slanting stroke; [1roi,]-Tieas is tempting, but there are technically other possibilities; we 
are puzzled by the apparent succession of two genitive singulars and a genitive plural. 

2, some part of yvcbirn seems possible at the end. 
4-5, we are convinced that the first letter of the nomen incorporates two uprights and the whole is 

presumably M. Porcius Cato; he appears to be a Praetor. The various possibilities are: (i) an 
unattested son called Marcus of C. Porcius Cato, cos. 114 (RE Porcius 5)-very unlikely; (ii) M. 
Porcius Cato Salonianus (RE Porcius 15), praetor in an uncertain year-unlikely (his son, father of 
Uticensis, died praeturam petens before 91); (iii) M. Porcius Cato (RE Porcius Ii), Praetor in an 
uncertain year (Gellius xiii, 20 (19), i2-incidentally providing no evidence that Cato went on to 
govern Transalpine Gaul), son of M. Porcius Cato, cos. i 8. 

5-6, the date, 3rd February, has to us no general significance; nor is it immediately clear whether 
it relates to what goes before or to what follows. Since there is no outspacing until line i6, we have 
presumably a single paragraph; the end of it contains general regulations forbidding any governor of 
a province according to this law to leave that province except with the permission of the Senate, and 
to lead troops out of it except for transit or reipublicae causa; it also instructs him to see that the same 
regulations apply to his subordinates. An imperative, e.g. AarTCO, or co-re is needed before rropEvOEaai. 
We have in fact here one of the plurimae leges veteres of Cicero, in Pis. 5o, which forbade among other 
things exire de provincia, educere exercitum before the Lex Cornelia (see also II Verr. i, 72-3; ad 
fam. xv, i, I; D. i, 17, 15; for a governor's powers on his way back to Rome see on IV, 31-9 below). 
It perhaps follows that the date, 3rd February, relates to action by M. Porcius Cato. 

18 For sc(iens) taken as s(in)e see SEG iii, p. 82, n.; the observation on the translation of sciens and s(in)e is due 
to Professor H. B. Mattingly. 
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10, two letters have been over-cut, H rather badly over A in the word we have interpreted as ?is 
and E: over N in the second appearance of ~n-apXeias. The versions we have printed seem to us the 
final ones, even though the sense they give is very awkward, ' outside the province of which province 
he is or shall be required to be (governor) in accordance with this law'. afr6v is most naturally taken as 
the governor, we think. 

i6-2I, though awkwardly phrased, these lines seem to preserve the rights of allied peoples and 
kings over their dependants, presumably in the areas newly annexed or in the areas nearby (for the 
possibility of an area owing allegiance to more than one king, compare the reference to kings of Syria 
in B, 9). Lines 20o- appear to translate eius hac lege nihilum est rogatum. 

22-7, even more awkwardly phrased, these lines are designed to clarify the position of Lycaonia 
in relation to Asia-it is itself described as an -rrapXeia, but it is to belong in the future as before to 
whoever has the TrrapXEfa of Asia (the dual use of &-rrapXdEa seems to reflect the ambiguity which has 
emerged in Latin by this date between the original sense of provincia as a sphere of activity and the 
later territorial sense; a part of a province, here described as an T-rapXeia, is later called a 8loiKrculs- 
for Lycaonia see Cicero. ad Att. v, 2I, 9). The provision is presumably included as a result of a certain 
vagueness in the (lost) territorial description of the new province of Cilicia, which could as a result 
have been held to include all or part of Lycaonia. 

That Lycaonia had been annexed by the time of this law was not previously known; it was given 
along with Cilicia to the sons of Ariarathes V of Cappadocia as a reward for his giving his life in the 
war against Aristonicus (Justin xxxvii, I, 2); it was perhaps removed by Rome when the last surviving 
son (Ariarathes VI-the other five were murdered by their mother) was murdered by Mithridates VI; 
if this is so, the parallel of Phrygia Maior, given to Mithridates V and removed on his death, is 
instructive; it begins to look as if Rome regarded such gifts as limited to the lifetime of the beneficiary, 
and a rather new light is thrown on Roman attitudes to empire in the late second century. Lycaonia 
is not otherwise attested as under Roman rule until 57 (D. Magie, Roman rule in Asia Minor 376 and 
383-4; but note Sall., Hist. v, I4 M). It is not clear what happened to Cilicia between the death of 
Ariarathes VI and the date of this law. 

22, 0O for 0 is clearly a careless slip. 
25, TTPQTON, lapis; understand rrrapxrit before KoOobs. 
28-41, here begin the instructions to a Consul who is 6 -rpcoos To Yevovos (obviously correspond- 

ing to 6s &v 'rrpcoTos yevrTrai in B, 5), the senior Consul, who is to write to such allies as he thinks fit 
to explain the Roman will to end piracy and the creation of Cilicia as a praetorian province, and to 
a list of specified kings demanding co-operation against the pirates. One problem is whether the 
senior Consul is the one who holds the fasces when the law is passed or the one who holds the fasces 
first in the year after the law is passed; the former view, that of Colin I930 (abandoning his earlier 
view in BCH I924, 74), is perhaps preferable, since there is some evidence that in the pre-Sullan 
period, as later, the Consul elected first held the fasces first (L. R. Taylor and T. R. S. Broughton, ' The order of the two Consuls' names in the yearly lists ', MAAR I949, 7-9; id., 'The order of the 
Consuls' names in official Republican lists ', Historia I968, I67). If we are right in supposing that 
the law was passed in late ioi after the elections of the Consuls for IOO, the man who was to hold the 
fasces first would have been known. Colin's argument, that there was no point in waiting for the new 
year, is in any case a strong one. 

3I, a past infinitive expressing decision seems to be needed and vswvvo,lKivat is a natural word 
to expect, but it is not what was cut; since the stone is badly encrusted at this point most letters 
are obscure and several may have been corrected by over-cutting. 

3I-5, see above on II, 6-Iu. 
35-7 are relevant to the longstanding controversy over the date of annexation of Cilicia (the prob- 

lem is well posed by R. Syme, Anatolian Studies presented to Buckler 299 f.). In one sense it can be 
argued that a praetorian province of Cilicia (compare Strabo xiv, 684) was created in 102 when the 
praetor Marcus Antonius was sent out against pirates with Cilicia as his sphere of operations (Cic., de 
Orat. i, I8, 82; Livy, Ep. lxviii). Under II, i-x we have suggested that a section near the beginning 
of this law was concerned with Cilicia; and under III, 22-7 that the assertion of Lykaonia's continued 
control by the governor of Asia implies a lost territorial description of Cilicia, vague in respect of the 
status of Lykaonia; here we have a statement that the Romans have created a praetorian province 
of Cilicia ' for this reason (i.e. to keep the seas safe) by this law '. At first sight that seems to mean 
fresh action since 102, and, plausibly, the territorial annexation of Cilicia by this law; but the 
deduction, though very attractive, is not, we believe, absolutely imposed. Antonius did not return to 
Rome before late Ioo (see n. 32) and the arrangements known to have been made by this law could, 
in theory, all be referred to his sphere of operations, though this may have been newly defined. This 
regrettably negative conclusion is perhaps favoured by the specific limitation of the reference to the 
powers of retiring governors and quaestors in IV, 32 ff. to officials who have served in Asia and 
Macedonia; but it is equally possible that a section dealing specifically with Cilicia, to which III, 35-7 
must refer back, conferred certain powers on its governor, which were then extended to governors of 
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Asia or Macedonia in IV, 32 ff.; it is also possible that when M. Antonius was given Cilicia in io2 he 
was also given the powers in question. 

38-4I, the list of kings is the same as far as it goes as that in Delphi, B, 8-9; the Cnidos trans- 
lator possesses special knowledge of conditions in Cyprus, see p. I98. 

B, I-9, here and elsewhere where Delphi and Cnidos overlap, we have printed only minimal restora- 
tions for Delphi. 

I, ZKQTEAY, Pomtow; XSKQ. .SAi, Colin I924; SKQ. .YA, Colin I930; traces visible are com- 
patible with reading adopted, for which see III, I3-14. 

3, [TOOTrcp] TC v6pcoi oOeiv [... ], Colin I930; a slight variation in order between Delphi and 
Cnidos must be supposed here-at Delphi the phrase o6Tav Toe-ro TOrv v6T ov 6 8fipos KupcbolT or its 
equivalent doubtless falls, and helps to fill the gap, before iv TOxTCoi TCA v6Vcox KT\. 

4, TCOI 8eT, Pomtow; 85T, Colin; X El, lapis, though the preceding traces of letters seem compatible 
with 8itcar?Xei; this reading can now be seen to be necessary. 

[[wrrapXeia A]uKaovias, Pomtow, derided by Colin; this reading is clearly right. 
6, EEI, Pomtow and Colin, rightly; we have perhaps OTI with a future indicative. 
8, .. .E, Pomtow, perhaps rightly (see III, 37 for rwapXe(av). 
II, OtoSixcovTai, Pomtow, rightly; Oro8icov-rai, Colin. 
I2-13, Colin raises the possibility that the Rhodians are being used as messengers, rather than 

receiving copies of the consular letters for their own information. 
I3, perhaps [&ro66T]co - Y[ wcrro]s; QY, Pomtow. Unlike Colin, we do not restore what precedes. 
I4-30, the general sense of these lines seems to be that if the letter-writing process comes 

up (again), the Senate is to deal with it; every magistrate and promagistrate is to co-operate. In the 
future, a Consul is to give priority in access to the Senate to the Rhodians. Our understanding of the 
whole passage is expressed in the translation; some detailed comments follow. 

14-15, we confess to being baffled by 8Eaeri cbs &v irpoaipCVT-ra and worried by the absence of a 
near-by subject for &KpEpbrco; a possibility might be something like, ' [If ???ambassadors about this 
matter???] are presented and it is necessary (to ???) as they choose, etc.' 

15, [Trpoe]KqepkTco, Colin. Too long. 
I6-I8, i &v yk[v]rrraTaa [Tr]e [cv (6 Katp6s) al]/-rf, Colin I930; AM, lapis; 'Pdimi, Colin 

I924, rightly; 'PTcop, Colin 1930; cayKaWrTos, lapis. ikr6[s Trfs] is some three letters short for line I7. 
At the end of line I6 Pomtow prints OZAAF, Colin O2A. E; the stone bears OXANTE; it is hard 

to see what can follow except a verb to govern 6'rcos, and it appears that the subject of this verb 
cannot be the same as oi-os. We might translate (though with considerable unease), ' The Consul, 
to whom (the relatio) falls, whoever asks that he ...' For embassies extra ordinem see n. 27. 

19, tva y?vrn [rai 8[T yvcoapvov, w&ireiv TroCs irpEopevwr&s, ETrE, Colin; but see lines 27-8 below. 
[..]NOX, lapis; -ro[T-r]6 -r AT, lapis, apparently (so Colin, from an old squeeze and an old copy; 
OT. .T is now visible); note I for Z. 

20, we restore here the full range of possible governors (see on II, I3); the view of Colin I924 that 
ITporr[rilyS dvOer-crros, 6O &v &rro6ixei sels MaKeSoviav Kal ]iS 'Aafav bTrapXEfov, rafcot Mapicol Kai AvKficoi 
OaoEspfico [eT (ph Ki] krra[px]efa k[y?]/vTro envisages the possibility of Marius or Valerius governing 
Asia is contestable on other grounds (see E. Cuq, CRAI I924, 290-1, going on to reject also the date 
of ioi for the law) and abandoned by Colin 1930 (though revived by J. Carcopino, Mdl. Glotz i, 
I27-8). The whole line is remarkably hard to restore; there is room in the main gap for some 33 
letters (H. Stuart-Jones, JRS I926, i6o), hence for some 5 letters between &vOenraros and eis; one 
possibility is to print 6crTts and assume anacoluthon: confronted by ' Praetor prove praetore prove 
consule qui in Asiam provinciam C. Mario L. Valerio coss. designatus est ', the translator attempted to 
convey the sense of designatus by iwapX?ia yEvTwro, but forgot that his relative particle was in the 
wrong case; a much better possibilityis to print eTrivi, which makes sense at the expense of elegance (not 
in any case a concern of our translator), [,rIvi e]IS 'Aaciv lrrapXfXav .....4rroa[pX]dia ?[yi VeTro 
(a solution adumbrated by F. T. Hinrichs, Hermes I970, 488, n. i). The restoration of J. Carcopino, 
I.c. 129 deserves record, (KAIQI)rAII21MAPIQI, though no satisfactory companion for the main gap can 
be found. :rTpacr[riy6s OrraTro fi d&v0nrcrro, 6s &v rrope&nTal e]is 'Aciav .....(&irei6hi 4v oT) ITra[pX]efq, 
Colin 1930. 

20-7, we have here provisions for the publication of the law in Asia; the governor is to write to 
the states and kings mentioned above (III, 29-30; 38-4I; cf. B, 5-6; 8-Io) and to anyone else the 
Consul mentioned in III, 28 - B, 5 thinks fit, apparently acting as universal postman for him, and, 
in the case of the kings, perhaps reduplicating the efforts of the Rhodians (see on i2-i3); he is to 
enclose a copy of the law which the recipients are to display. The object of all this is to see to the 
enforcement of the law, to which future governors of the province also are to attend. 

21, ~8io [us piXovs Kacd ovupiXous. . .], Colin. 
23-4, d&rooaT-rEX[v Set, ppovTricov Kaf, Colin; but an object is needed for TroaorTAeXv, and we 

suggest yp&uoca-ra; one 6-rcos is otiose. 
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25, kv TratS -rr6Aeci K[TieO], Pomtow. 
26, [Kail A]cos, Colin-we are unable to understand how the resulting sentence can make sense; 

rTUTra [ .....] OY, Colin I924; TaO-ra [ ......]OY, Colin I930; the TrcTra following is otiose. 
26, for the provisions for publication, see Valerius Probus 10; Sherk I6, lines I2-I4; FIRA i, 

7, line 66; Frag.Tar. (Epigraphica 1947, 3), line I4; FIRA i, 13, line I7; 24, chs. 51 and 63; 25, 
line 3; CIL xiv, 2795 add. Contrast Suetonius, Cal. 41. 

27, 6oot, Colin (offering no restoration of the following gap); for the significance of our text see 
p. 2I9; rTp[arly6s 8'ocbcaircoS .ncrros ...], Colin. 

28, EIHI, lapis [...T-rCv -r6vTrov h-r(v (v MaiK]Eovfai, Colin; ]NIKHN, Pomtow; [...O pa]iiKv, 
Colin; [...Kal]vlKiv should perhaps be read. 

29, -Ti Tre Tr&wv[co, no restoration thereafter, Colin; no restoration, then ppovrn&rj]co Te, Colin. 
30, KapTrreOov T[, Colin. 
3I-2, [Suvorr6v ] 6wcos aorr6[s] [6rr]6rovs, Colin. 

IV, I-4, we have here something which appears to correspond to B, 26-7, the conclusion of the 
regulations for the inscription of the document in the area under the jurisdiction of the governor of 
Asia; at Cnidos (in Asia) the text is more expansive than at Delphi. For lines I-2 we might hazard 
[rcauTra] Tro9t [C'r&To]/[aav] and continue with [Kaci 00oI av] Kcrr&.... [?.ap]xv KcrXjccriv; 
KIpIOV is squeezed. (We should like to thank Dr. A. W. Bulloch for help here.) Supplements for the 
rest of the column seem to us required by the sense more or less as offered; for the significance of our 
text in lines I-4 (= B, 27) see p. 219. 

5-30, the document moves on to Macedonian affairs and specifically the newly annexed Thracian 
conquests of T. Didius (Sop{rriKros is originally a literary word, but a technical term in the Hellenistic 
period, Pol. xviii, 51, 4; Did. xix05, 4; for the dual use of hTrapXEfa see on III, 22-7 above); of the 
name of T. Didius little survives, but the territories mentioned can be located only in the area in which 
he operated. The Caeni (Kainoi in RE) are located in Thrace by Pliny, NH iv, 40 and 47 and Ptolemy, 
Geogr. iii, I , 6, in eastern Thrace by their attack on Vulso (Livy, xxxviii, 40, 7). They were defeated 
by Attalus II, but were a recurring nuisance (Apollodorus, FGH 244, fr. I8 with commentary of 
F. Jacoby; E. V. Hansen, Attalids (Cornell, 1971), 139-40; I54, n. 124; I55, nn. I30-I; OGIS 330; 
339, line I2; IGRR iv, I34, lines 7-10 (where the appeal by besieged Cyzicus to the governor of 
Macedonia makes it very likely that the besiegers are Thracians)). In the 50's eastern Thrace was part 
of Macedonia (contra U. Kahrstedt, Beitrdge zur Gesch. der thrak. Chers. 50; see Cicero, in Pis. 86; 
de prov. cons. 3-4), land there was known in the 6o's as Attalici agri (de leg. agr. ii, 50). The Caineic 
Chersonese is presumably the peninsula running down to the Bosporus. 

The translator has inserted a gratuitous TE in lines 8, Io (twice), I and 25 (twice). 
Note that the governor of Asia, like the governor of Macedonia a few lines above, is envisaged 

as holding his position in virtue of this law (see p. 219) or in virtue of a SC (see n. 29). The first item 
in the catalogue of the governor's tasks is to organize the taxation of the new territory, an interesting 
indication (to which there are obvious parallels) of Roman priorities; there is perhaps a suggestion 
that publicani are to be entrusted with the collection of taxes (compare Kapwirfcaoal in the SC de 
Amphiarao, Sherk 23, lines 28, 34 and 67). It is remarkable that KapTriEoeal governs the dative 
here (clearly influenced by the Latin frui); the indicative KaprrifovrTa is an error, the singular 
O6v7roT is perhaps awkward. 

The governor is also instructed to spend not less than 60 days of his governorship in the new 
territory, a piece of legislative interference with his apportionment of his time, to take special care 
for the rights of allies in the area and to give his attention to ensuring their territorial security; he is 
finally bidden to take action with regard to the boundaries of the Caeneic Chersonese. 

The grammar of lines 21-2, with (o-rE and Orcos, is confused; the verb governed by iva in 
line 24 has dropped out, and the position of cos TiXlcrra in line 30 is most odd. 

27-8, the SC described as -r6 ['rr'a]rT6v yev6iEVvov relates presumably to the governor's depar- 
ture from his province, and we suppose it to be the decree arranging for his successor according to the 
Lex Sempronia (the terminology is less than crystal clear); if we may suppose that the Lex Sempronia 
provided for a SC which in turn provided that a governor was to depart when his successor arrived, 
we have here an anticipation of what has been thought to be a feature of Sullan legislation (Cicero, 
adfam. iii, 6, 3; see on III, 5-6 for another anticipation of the Lex Cornelia; note also the phrase 
decedere ex s.c. in adfam. ii, 13, 3). Lines 31-39 define the powers which a governor (here referred to 
simply as a Praetor rather than by the full range of possible titles, see on II, I3) of Asia or Macedonia 
retains between the moment of resignation and his arrival back in Rome. The grammar of this 
passage is often difficult to follow, the meaning of a number of words is obscure; it seems certain that 
something has fallen out, perhaps more than we can guess. In line 33 we suggest v[6pco]yv rrrITyfii, 
perhaps translating iure (compare Diod. i, 70, v6owcv srrrTayaTs); we do not see the significance of the 
middle as well as the active aorist subjunctive in the phrase r&wfrmiirt &Cnirr-rTat. In any case a 
governor who has resigned, in transit to Rome, retains gouvcra rT&VT-rv wpaypi&rov. The list of powers 
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which follows is the nearest thing which has been preserved from the Republican period to a formal 
definition of the powers of a governor; it contains a number of points which call for comment. 

34, [eTr]ioarpopiiv ToieoiaE-at= animadvertere, not so far as we know previously attested (but 
compare Plutarch, Mor. 55b, where EiT1arpoqP i =- rebuke); it seems to us possible that KO&geiv does 
not translate a word in the Latin version of the law, but is inserted to explain animadvertere (compare 
p. I98 for the independence of mind shown by the Greek translator of the law). 

8mKaco8oTeTv seems to translate ius dicere (for which in a provincial context see Cicero, ad Att. 
v, 15, I; 21, 6; vi, I, 15), compare Josephus, AJ xvi, 172; Sherk 61, line ii; 8IKalo8ooaa in 
line 37 below. The governor is also evidently able iudicare (compare Cicero, adfam. iii, 6, 4). 

35, the governor is able to assign Kpl-Ta and ~EvoKpi-ra (for Si56vai compare Sherk 2, lines 55-6; 
7, line 49 with line 59). It seems likely to us that ~EvoKpirac here means foreign judges, its certain 
meaning in one of the two parallels known to us (ABSA xxvi, 1923-25, 163, no. A IO = SEG xi, 491; 
cf. Bull. Epig. 1926, p. 267), its probable meaning in the other (IGRR iii, 68I = TAM ii, 508), rather 
than judges for foreigners (contra LSJ; D. Magie, Roman rule 1383 on TAM ii, 508; with J. A. 0. 
Larsen, CP 1943, 253 on TAM ii, 508; LSJ Supp.; for the two types of judges see T. Thalheim, 
RE v, 573; A. Plassart, BCH I914, I42-3; for foreign judges see most recently L. Robert in Xenion 
P. I. Zepos (Athens, Fribourg, Cologne, 1973), 765). The Romans were accustomed to the idea of 
using foreign judges; see, for instance, Pausanias vii, 9, 5 (the affairs of Sparta and Achaea) and IG 
xii, 5, 722 (Adramyttium honours two Andrians for judging -r &vca rrEeEv-rTa Kpln-rPpa UOi rFvaou 
AOpiiou rvcaou uoiu avcrlopaorriyou). The word evoKpiTrai betrays the influence of Rome; for the 
Greeks normally talk of (eTo&trEpruTrro) lIKaacrai with or without ypapparEOs. The problem then arises 
of the identity of the Kprrad-correctly translating arbitrators (compare Polybius ix, 33, I2; xviii, 
6, i; Sherk 2 and 7, cited above) or iudices for Roman citizens (see J. Triantaphyllopoulos, Akten VI 
Kongr. Epigr., 172 on Kp-rriplov and iudicium) or incorrectly used for SwKacrTra? We do not regard the 
involvement of a governor with the trial of a Greek by his fellow-citizens as very likely (note Cicero, 
II Verr. iv, Ioo) and prefer one of the first two possibilities, perhaps the first possibility in view of 
the link with EvoKpi-rai. 

It appears from Cicero, ad Att. vi, I, I5; 2, 4, that Cicero's predecessor (or predecessors) in 
Cilicia had prevented the inhabitants from using their own laws and iudicia (used to translate 
6iKaoarfpia) and that the result of this was to prevent the use of peregrini iudices (== sevoKp-rai), see 
J. A. 0. Larsen, ' Foreign judges in Cicero, ad Atticum vi, i, 15 ' CP I948, I87. See 

35-6, &vaSoxcov presumably means sureties, though it is not clear whether we have the genitive 
plural of &va86Xos or d&vaSoxi; KT'racrra might correspond to bona; after the break, ]APOAO0EI: is 
sure; but we are unable to restore or make sense of the whole phrase; &TrreeuOEpcbceS, meaning 
manumissions, follows. 

After it, an infinitive is surely needed; at a point in the Delphi text which appears to correspond 
there stands ]EIN &va9pemv-two infinitives, the second unhelpful. 

38, avuvTEOeuvos is needed here, perhaps simply to be substituted for 6 dvOUnrTros; or perhaps the 
whole phrase oirr6s 're 6 Tparp yS dTarnyo &vOrrrcrros &vwrreOvos... gorro is to be regarded 
as having been intended here. 

It seems that a Republican governor en route from his province to Rome (and, doubtless, vice 
versa) possessed, surprisingly, powers of a quite different order from those possessed by a governor 
in a similar position in the regulated world of the Empire, despite the difficulties one might suppose 
to exist over clashes of imperium; the governor under the Empire possessed iurisdictio non contentiosa, 
sed voluntaria, the right to preside over manumissions (D i, I6, 2 pr.; xl, 2, I7 (see Th. Mommsen, 
SR. i, 190, n. 2, arguing that where eius now stands, making nonsense of the passage, Augustiprovinciae 
once stood); Pliny, Ep. vii, I6, 3-4; 32, i), emancipations (D i, 7, 36; i6, 2 pr.) and adoptions (ibid.), 
deal with tutela (D i, 18, 17, by implication; compare xxvi, i, 6, 2), and so on (compare D ii, i, 4); 
for the general principle under the Empire see also D i, I8, 3 and note ii, 7, 20, extra territorium ius 
dicenti impune non paretur; for the retention of imperium after resignation by a legatus Caesaris see 
D i, I8, 20-possession of imperium here doubtless means retention of the fasces and voluntaria 
iurisdictio, compare Dio liii, I3, 4 with Th. Mommsen, SR. ii, 257. 

This law grants a Republican governor, despite resignation, goucaia rr&avrcov ITpayp,i'rcov, defined 
in the confused list discussed above; for activity in transit in normal circumstances compare Cicero, 
II Verr. i, 44, where Cicero describes Verres' animadversio in Achaea on his way to serve as Legate in 
Cilicia as improbum, sed non inauditum (compare ibid., 70, a hypothetical case at Lampsacus; 88, 
Dolabella at Miletus; we do not understand what Ap. Pulcher or Cicero are doing with mercennarii 
testes in Asia, Cicero, adfam. iii, 11, 3); also Suetonius, Aug. 3, where C. Octavius is assigned military 
activity on his way to his province, Macedonia. 

40, we have the beginning of a section dealing with the powers of a quaestor of Asia or Macedonia 
in the case of resignation; he is to take thought for public moneys (so far IV, 40-2 = (apparently) 
C, 4-5), to have certain powers of levying fines, to be avuwTre*vos until his return to Rome (with the 
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mis-spelling of &vvirTeeOuvos compare IV, 38), and perhaps present accounts in the Senate (C, 5-6). 
bs, lapis. 

C, i ff., we give first a number of comments on points of detail, then consider lines 8-31 as a whole. 
2-3, &vaq9pei [v]/ [Trv T-raC]av, Colin; perhaps &vappa6l[v icrr&]/ [68Kcio8oC]{fv. 
3-4, restoration suggested by IV, 39-40; see Colin 1924, app. crit., for the space available at 

the end of line 3; slrafiX0E[v]/[-T]a1jias, Colin I924 and 1930. 
4, restoration suggested by IV, 40-I. 
5, ipXEi, lapis; oi56os rE ANT [...], lapis. 
6, []v c[uvyKmXircp], Colin 1924, a possible suggestion, see n. 29; ]N o[uvp6aca. . .KOa]T&, Colin 

I930, without merit. 
6-8, the last section before the iusiurandum in legem appears to enjoin on a provincial quaestor the 

performance of all his duties according to this law and to forbid any magistrate or promagistrate to 
hinder him. 

7, K[a [TraooCXU'o woOS (but see III, 23-5) &v ols Ta]ura, Colin. 
8, the gap in the second part of the line is of some I8 letters and an accidental omission must be 

supposed, see on II, 13; rTpcr[rly6s ?crroTS ?q v0Onrro-s], Colin. 
10, 6 8fijos can be understood as the subject of KEX?Eei, SEG iii, p. 82, n.; wroie-rco) (after OTI) and 

oOre remain odd; but large-scale re-writing should be avoided. 
no division before NApXovrEs, contra Colin. 

15, TroeTre, lapis. 
i6, the first half of this line appears to forbid fraudulent non-enforcement of the law, not 

abrogatio, contra E. Cuq, CRAI I923, 146, compare Frag. Tar., line 25; FIRA i, I8, line 30. 
19, ia&v rTS is a necessary minimum insertion, as also 6ti6oaai in line 20, ;gno*aOco in line 2I, f 

in line 22, v in line 24. 
21, v6olcoi aCoTEpT{rfco, lapis. 
29, the letters after 6crov dv were never in fact inscribed, see Colin I924, app. crit. 
8 ff., this part of the law is much illuminated by a comparison with the Lex Latina Tabulae 

Bantinae,14 a comparison best set out in tabular form: 

Delphi 

8-io Existing governor of Asia and Macedonia 
to swear to law within ten days of hearing 
of law 

io-i i Magistrates except tribunes and gover- 
nors 15 to swear to law within five days of 
passing of law 16 

11-I3 Future magistrates except governors 17 to 
swear to law within five days of entering 
office 

13-15 Oath by Jupiter and Penates 

14 The importance of the comparison is emphasized 
by G. Colin, BCH I924, 91; J. Carcopino, Mdlanges 
Glotz i, I23; also F. T. Hinrichs, Hermes I970, 471; 
all hold that the law from Delphi was designed to 
provide for a great command for Marius (see n. 28). 

For the text of the Lex Bantina see CIL i2, 582; 
FIRA i, 6. For a reflection on the coinage of the 
climate of opinion that exalted the iusiurandum in 
legem see M. H. Crawford, Roman Republican 
Coinage ii, 6o5. 

165 Presumably the correct translation of irTapXot, 
in view of the consistent use of irrapXEia to translate 
provincia (so G. Colin, BCH I924, 9I; H. Stuart 
Jones, JRS 1926, 17I-2, misunderstood by J. 
Carcopino, Mdlanges Glotz i, 123), compare IGRR 
iii, 714. Latin possesses no word for 'provincial 
governor' in the Republican period, compare the 
Lex Antonia de Termessibus (FIRA i, i i, II, line 6), 
and we assume that in the Latin text there stood here 
something like (magistratus) qui provinciis praesunt, 
rather than (with Colin) the normal sequence of titles 
(see on II, 13), praetor prove praetore prove consule, of 
which the first element is ambiguous. 

16 The first exclusion in this paragraph perhaps 

Bantia 

13-15 Magistrates to swear to law within five 
days of hearing of law 18 

15-17 Future magistrates to swear to law within 
five days of entering office or imperium 

I7-I9 Oath by Jupiter and Penates 

reflects the fact that all tribunes of the year were in 
its favour (so H. Stuart Jones, JRS 1926, 172-3); 
contrast lines II-I3 and 26-28. If this is right, two 
points are worth making: one can calculate that the 
beginning of Delphi A is likely to correspond to a 
point on Cnidos II somewhat above the point at 
which our text begins; if the whole preamble of the 
law, including the names of ten tribunes, was 
inscribed at Cnidos (the preamble was not inscribed 
at Delphi), that would account for much of the space 
remaining to be filled at the top of the lost portion of 
Cnidos II (see p. 200). Secondly, the year Ioo 
appears to be ruled out for the law; for Saturninus 
was elected only when one successful candidate had 
been immediately murdered and certainly ended the 
year in total isolation from his tribunician colleagues. 

The second exclusion is doubtless to be explained 
by the supposition that it was not thought worth 
while getting an oath from current governors not 
immediately involved with the subject of the law. 

17 Doubtless covered already as ex-magistrates (for 
the terminology see n. x5). 

18 We do not understand how F. T. Hinrichs, 
Hermes I970, 475 can equate this clause with C, 8-io. 
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Delphi 

I5-19 Law to be obeyed 

I9-23 Penalty to be 200,000 HS 
23-24 Anyone who wishes who is free, to yetiv 

Kcd KpfivE and register name with 
person responsible 21 

24-26 No magistrate to hinder procedure 
26-28 Penalty to be same 
28-30 Praetor to provide for trial in case of non- 

payment 
30-31 ??? 

Bantia 

I9-20 Non-jurors to be excluded from public 
life 19 

20-22 Jurors to be recorded 20 
22-30 Senators to swear to law 
3I-32 ??? 

7- 9 Penalty to be ? HS 
9 Any magistrate to demand it 

9-o0 Praetor to provide for trial 

io-I Confiscation to follow in case of non- 
payment 

11-I3 Any magistrate entitled to propose higher 
fine, but not more than half of man's 
property 

Two points require attention: despite the different orders of the two documents, it is clear that 
they are in the passages tabulated doing much the same thing; the Delphi law imposes an oath on 
the current governors of Asia and Macedonia (not surprising in a law designed to bring about urgent 
changes in precisely those two provinces) and deals with the possibility of magistrates obstructing 
the law (an otiose provision, one might think, in view of the rest of the law), the Bantia law deals with 
the recording of jurors (a sensible addition if the law is later) and imposes an oath on Senators (attested 
as a unique feature of the Lex Appuleia agraria and providing strong grounds which convince us, as 
they have others, that the Bantia law is a copy of a Lex Appuleia);22 a further small difference is 
that the Delphi law imposes its penalty on anyone, the Bantia law only on those in public life.23 
What then of Delphi C, lines 30-31? We suspect that they bore a provision similar to that of Bantia, 
lines I-13 and, what is more, that it recurs on Cnidos V, lines I-8; a purely mechanical calculation 24 
suggests that, if a text corresponding to the latter part of Delphi C was inscribed on Cnidos V, the 

19 These very specific provisions appear to 
correspond to the rather vague provision at Delphi 
that anyone who disobeys the law or fails to swear is 
not to be unpunished. 

20 Reading iouraverit in line 20 for the ioudicaverit 
of the bronze. 

21 We are more puzzled by this paragraph than 
earlier commentators; in particular, we are not 
happy with the idea of taking 6oTns and 6rois to refer 
to the same category (with Colin and Naber (in his 
translation in SEG iii, pp. 84-5)). Apart from the 
change from singular to plural, there is also a change 
from indicative to imperative; we also suspect that 
the difference of voice between KpIveoeai and 
Kplv&rcoanav is significant, and find it very difficult 
to see how a law can have started by identifying a 
possible prosecutor as 'anyone who wishes who is 
free ', but have gone on to exclude people by talking 
of entitlement according to the law; in any case, if 
we are right in supposing that Cnidos V follows on 
from Delphi C, it is not clear where the provision 
concerning such an entitlement can have stood. We 
prefer to suppose that 6aoiS refers to those who may 
be prosecuted, and that the whole clause represents 
something like quibus multam irrogare (= vaTrratsv, 
with G. Colin, BCH I924, 93, n. 2) quos in iudicio sisti 
liceat; influenced by the plural, the translator has 
then placed d&yrecoocav and the other remaining verbs 
in the plural, although the subject is strictly speaking 
the same 6oris. The Latin is perhaps here hic agat 
sistat nomen deferat and so on. The existence of 
judicial proceedings in our law before nominis 
delatio presupposes the existence of the procedure of 
divinatio, on which see A. H. M. Jones, Criminal 
Courts 54 and 63-4. 

With the right of any citizen to prosecute compare 
FIRA i, I8, line 35; 21, ch. 6I. 

22 Arguments summarized by F. T. Hinrichs, 
Hermes 1970, 473-86; erratic bibliography on 
p. 475, n. 4. J. Carcopino, Autour des Gracques 2Ix, 
objects that the appearance of tribunes in the law 
shows them not yet to have had the automatic right 
to a place in the Senate which they had acquired by 
I02; but since in the only passage of the law which 
is not restored they appear in the company of every 
other magistrate from the dictator downwards, we 
do not see the force of this objection. 

28The Fragmentum Tarentinum (Epigraphica 
1947, 3) appears to contain provisions corresponding 
to lines 13-15, I9-20 and 20-22 of the Lex Bantina, 
followed by provisions for promulgation of the law 
(which perhaps correspond to lines 31-32 of the Lex 
Bantina) and then by a prohibition on fraudulent non- 
enforcement of the law (which recalls part of B, 5-19 
at Delphi) and the formula s.s.s.e.q.n.i.s.r.e.h.l.n.r. 
(on which see R. Bartoccini, Epigraphica I947, 13, 
n. 4). 

We are not convinced by the suggestion that the 
Fragmentum Tarentinum bears part of the Lex 
repetundarum of the Tabula Bembina (H. B. 
Mattingly, 'The extortion law of the Tabula 
Bembina', YRS 1970, I54; half-accepted by A. N. 
Sherwin-White, ' The date of the Lex repetundarum 
and its consequences ', rRS I972, 83, esp. 91-2 
and 99). 

24 4I lines of Cnidos IV correspond to 12 lines at 
Delphi (bottom of B and top of C), bearing in mind 
that there must be one blank line at the bottom of 
Delphi B; the 27 remaining lines of Delphi C are 
then the equivalent of 92 lines of the same length as 
those of Cnidos IV, but 69 lines of the length of those 
of Cnidos V (which are either side of a third as long 
again); of these 69 lines some 60 may be ascribed to 
the missing top part of the column (see p. 200oo). 
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end of Delphi C, line 3I is likely to corespond to the end of Cnidos V, line 9; we note that OTOTPA, 
surely to be restored as roUTO -r6 rrp&ypa, occurs towards the end of Delphi C, line 30; and that 
[To0]Trov roi n-prp&[y]pgrros occurs in Cnidos V, line 5; that <K -rov X[p]1 rrcov in Cnidos V, line 8 is a 
plausible part of a translation of '[dum minoris] partus familias taxsat' of Bantia, line 12 (for the 
phrase compare also the Lex Osca Tabulae Bantinae, FIRA i 16, lines 12, 18 and 27). 

V, 1-19, these lines are either badly corroded or obscured by a lime deposit, so that we have not been 
able to read much in them, and the letters that we seem to see rarely fall into intelligible groups. 

Line I2 may contain the aorist passive participle of Trpor&yco, for the active of which LSJ offer 
'bring into court as defendant or witness' and for the middle' cite as witness ', both of which would be 
relevant to what follows; the first sense is perhaps preferable, since we seem here to be at the 
beginning of the procedure to be adopted for a trial. Line 13 starts with an Ionic form of the aorist 
passive of qppco (iveifXerv) or with the end of a compound thereof, while in the middle of the line 
rp&yPorroS or XpAporros seems likely. Lines 14 ff. contain a number of figures which suggest in the 
context that a jury of 15 (line I9) is being selected from a larger panel by a process of elimination; if 
the end of line 14 and the beginning of line 15 are correctly read, it could be supposed that a magistrate 
was instructed to select 45 names from a list of 300 (compare the Lex repetundarum, lines I2-19, 
for the annual compilation of a list of 450 men-the absence in our law of comparable complicated 
regulations for the compilation of the list is perhaps a measure of progress in judicial administration 
since that law); while line I6, where TPI&KOVvTa is a possible reading towards the end, followed by 
TrEacapK6ov-ra -rivrT again in lines I6-17, suggests that a further 30 names are to be eliminated from 
the 45, perhaps by a process in which each party to a trial rejects in turn (but [(v] vipei or [K'Crr] iprln 
is not easily read at the beginning of line 18), each side one (?va Kacrroos .K -roTrr[ov]) until the fifteen 
remaining ... (compare the Lex repetundarum, lines 19-27, again much more complex, where the 
defendant eliminates from the 450 any related to or associated with him, the plaintiff then chooses Ioo, 
the defendant then chooses 50; Cicero, pro Plancio 41). 

In line zo the subject seems to have changed, apparently to a substitute who might be appointed 
in his place by each of certain persons; since the substitute is described as pXcov, he should, we 
suppose, be a magistrate, so that gKaorros can hardly refer to the same persons as are so denoted in 
line 17 (where they are presumably defendant and claimant) or to the jurors (as the proximity to the 
fifteen of line 19 might suggest). Line 21 clearly defines a limit of time for the service of the &pxowv; 
it is a possibility, but not a certainty, that KpeIvev should be read in the middle of the line, in which 
case the sense is perhaps 'until he has completed the trial' (compare the Lex repetundarum, 
lines 27-8). 

In line 22 there is presumably an error for iKEivous, who are presumably the jurors, to whom 
the text has patently returned in line 23; 8S8COKEV or S8ScoKvat follows. It may be that 6xcoivoK6xTE in 
line 23 is followed by a statement of what the jurors are to swear (compare the Lex repetundarum, 
lines 36-8 and 44-5; Lex Osca Tabulae Bantinae, line 9). 

The reference to a majority (b6 -TrAeov tEpos) in line 26 sounds like part of a regulation concerning 
a verdict (note yvcbjrlv &Trepiverro in line 27 and compare the complex regulations for arriving at a 
verdict in the Lex repetundarum, lines 46-56). 

By line 30 at the latest, however, the subject has changed to witnesses and this change has perhaps 
occurred earlier, since line 29 could perhaps refer to an announcement that witnesses up to the 
number of 20 should be allowed to give evidence ([?p-ripu]atv TrpoaoyyeTacl i XPi EYKOot, compare the 
Lex repetundarum, lines 32-3, for a limitation on numbers of witnesses). so08-rco is a passive 
imperative and needs a subject, for which reason tiou [fa] seems preferable to 9{ oi towards the 
end of the line (' let power be given .. .'). The actual regulations for the witnesses seem too defective 
even for guessing; in lines 31-2 a compound of TropeuOfrl6iajvov (with KOrr& or -rT&) is possible, perhaps 
agreeing with 6vojla, but the connection of sense with rrpoacrrscoowrmlvov is obscure. 

In lines 33 ff. it is apparently stated that a man may give evidence, who has been freed from 
something, perhaps so that he is not condemned for an offence (&8s<K[as] or &8(K[ou]), which could 
constitute a praeiudicium (rrp6Kplia; compare Sherk 26, e, line 6; 58, line 6i; IG v, I, 21, Col II, 
line 6). 

The formulas of lines 36-39 are distinctly uninformative (though it would be possible to restore 
a clause analogous to that of the Lex repetundarum, lines 56-7, De eadem re ne bis agatur); by line 40 
we appear to have reached provisions for the confiscation of a penalty from a condemned person and 
for the payment of half to the treasury and half to a person whose identity is not now recoverable 
(compare the long section of the Lex repetundarum, lines 57-69). 

It emerges that there is little of the substance of the Lex repetundarum which relates to trial 
procedure that does not occur (in a much more summary form) in our law; the order is also broadly 
the same, except for the displacement of the section relating to witnesses. 

Lines 28-9 of the Lex repetundarum, in any case obscure (relating to Equites who receive money 
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under the law and, perhaps, to their registration), find no place in our law, doubtless because irrele- 
vant; lines 29-30 of the Lex repetundarum, relating to procedure in case of death or exile of the 
defendant before the completion of the trial, are apparently missing from our law, perhaps by now 
covered by general rules; lines 30-2 are apparently a distinctive aspect of repetundae procedure (contra 
A. H. M. Jones, Criminal Courts 130, n. I38; there is no inquisitio at Cicero, in Vat. 33; Asconius 
59C; the word is metaphorical at Cicero, pro Mur. 44). Lines 33-4, dealing with the inrogatio of a 
fine, are covered much earlier in our law, lines 34-6 and 38-9 are again perhaps concerned with 
procedural matters now covered by general rules. Lines 39-44 relate to a part of repetundae procedure 
superseded by the date of our law (A. N. Sherwin-White, ' The date of the Lex repetundarum ', RS 
1972, 87); lines 45-6 are again most obscure, but perhaps relate to the penalty for a juror who 
infringes the rule in lines 44-5. Lines 69-72 are covered earlier in our law, lines 72-3 are again 
perhaps by now covered by general rules. 

Only in the regulations for witnesses, envisaging inter alia the possibility of a praeiudicium, is 
our law fuller than the Lex repetundarum. 

DISCUSSION 

If a single law can be accepted, what is its date? The arguments of Colin for ioi (end) or Ioo 
(beginning) seem to us to be decisive and not to require repetition (but note that the Cnidos text falls 
between the conquests of T. Didius and IOI/O, p. I97 f. above) 25; within this period we opt for late 
IoI, after the elections of the Consuls for Ioo. In view of the state of the text of B, 20, it is impossible 
to assert with Hinrichs that the governor of Asia during the consulship of C. Marius and L. Valerius, 
Ioo, is actually functioning; 26 the passage dealing with the Rhodian ambassadors appears to us to 
be quite general and not to imply that the month is now February, when a hearing according to the 
acvT-rais would be possible.27 On the other hand, we have argued that the terms of the iusiurandum 
in legem imply the tribunician college of a year other than Ioo. 

Ever since the discovery of the law, most of those who have accepted a date of IoI or Ioo have 
argued or assumed that the law was intended to provide for a great command for Marius.28 The 
argument has always depended more on indirect inference than on explicit evidence; thus Colin 
noted the ' popularis ' tone of the law, linked it then with Saturninus and went on to draw attention to 
Saturninus' brush with Mithridates in 103 and Mithridates' embassy to the Cimbri, the links between 
Saturninus and Marius and the latter's wish for a great command in the 80's. The argument has 
sometimes also depended on a necessarily uncertain restoration of the text (see our comment on 
B, 20); but the new portions of the law now available offer no comfort to the traditional hypotheses 
and it is perhaps desirable to make a fresh start.29 

At Rome in the late second century it perhaps seemed that the concern attributed to Tiberius 
Gracchus,30 that Rome might not achieve total supremacy, was becoming a real one; in the West, 

26 G. Colin, BCH 1924, 63; FD iii, 4, pp. 47-50; 
E. Cuq, CRAI I923, I30-I, argues that a law on 
piracy is inappropriate to the period during or after 
the campaign of M. Antonius, and that the mention 
of C. Marius and L. Valerius does not necessarily 
provide the date of the law, since it is not in the 
preamble (see also n. I6 above); but it seems to us 
impossible to see B, 20-2 except as a command to 
the governor of Asia during the consulship of 
C. Marius and L. Valerius. Cuq is followed in his 
negative arguments by J. Dobias, Listy Fil. 1924, 13 
and 94; I925, 65, who goes on to argue for a date of 
99-96 (we are indebted to Dr. M. Teich for help with 
these articles). 

26 Hermes I970, 488, n. I. 
27 For conventions governing the reception of 

foreign embassies in the Senate, attested by this law 
and by Sherk i8, line 66, attested as assigning the 
month of February by Cicero, II Verr. i, go; cf. ii, 
76; Pseudo-Asconius 244 St., see G. Colin, BCH 
I924, 72; FD iii, 4, pp. 48-9; H. Stuart Jones, JRS 
1926, 169; J. Carcopino, Mel. Glotz i, 120; given the 
mention of February in 70, it seems to us preferable 
to attribute the whole set of rules to A. Gabinius, 
Tr. P1. 139, rather than to allow A. Gabinius, Tr. P1. 
67 a hand (contra, M. Griffin, JRS 1973, 21o, n. 134; 
note Sherk 10, B, a decree of the Senate passed on 
9th February, 135 in response to envoys from Samos; 
Josephus, AJxiii, 260, 6th February, 126 (?), T. R. S. 
Broughton, MRRP i, 509, n. 2). 

Against Hinrichs (490, n. 3), it also seems clear to 

us that B, 28 is quite general in its application and 
does not refer to a particular year. 

28 G. Colin, BCH I924, 76; FD iii, 4, 50-2; 
J. Carcopino, Mdl. Glotz i, I 17 and 130-2; W. Schur, 
' Das sechste Consulat des Marius ', Klio I938, 313 
(of little interest); F. T. Hinrichs, Hermes 1970, 471, 
noting on p. 496 the later hostility of Marius to 
Antonius, and arguing a wish to outdo him now; 
contra, A. Passerini, Athenaeum 1934, 134-7 = Studi 
su Gaio Mario 87; Athenaeum 1939, 62-4 = Studi 
207-9 (Passerini's own interpretation of the law as 
hostile to T. Didius and designed to help the Equites 
does not seem to us to have any more support from 
the text). 

29 That part of the Cnidos text which corresponds 
to B, 27-8 now shows that Macedonia is not being 
removed from the normal senatorial allotment of 
provinces, contra J. Carcopino, Mel. Glotz i, 125-6. 
Note that our law, like the Lex Sempronia, while 
' popularis ' in tone, preserves a role for the Senate, 
IV, 6-7 and 27-8; C, 6 (?). 

T. J. Luce, ' Marius and the Mithridatic command,' 
Historia 1970, 167-8, while taking the same view of 
the law of ioi as ourselves, has nonetheless persuaded 
himself that Marius' journey to the East was designed 
to secure a command in the East (how?), and that the 
measures taken by Rome with regard to the Eastern 
provinces in the 9o's, of which he mentions a few, 
were designed to thwart Marius. 

30 Appian, BC i, 45. 
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Jugurtha had snapped his fingers at Rome, the Cimbri and Teutones had annihilated a Roman army; 
in the East, piracy was growing, a succession of generals had been quite unable to protect Macedonia 
from marauders from the North, Mithridates had coolly partitioned Paphlagonia with Nicomedes and 
had himself annexed Galatia,31 to the ineffective protests of a Roman embassy. At the same time, the 
unfolding drama of the Roman revolution doubtless distracted attention from the provinces. The 
last years of the century, however, saw an improvement; not only Jugurtha, but also the Cimbri and 
Teutones were defeated; M. Antonius tried to deal with the pirates-no doubt ultimately unsuccess- 
ful, he nonetheless made a serious attempt; he was pr. 102, but returned to Rome only late in Ioo ;32 
T. Didius dealt with the problem of the northern marauders-he added, as the law before us says, 
eastern Thrace to Roman territory. 

The law itself both presupposes Roman recovery and is intended to aid it; it also falls into a 
pattern of similar activity. This pattern is very striking; the SC de agro Pergameno has recently 
been re-attributed to ioI,33 and, if this is right, shows Rome prepared now to listen to the complaints 
of her subjects over the conduct of the publicani; in any case, the similar successful appeal of Ephesus 
belongs in this period; 34 the help given to Priene and Ilium belongs in the 90's and 8o's.35 Marius 
went on a tour of inspection of the East, recalling that of Aemilianus a generation earlier; in the 
course of it he made an attempt, admittedly crude, to put pressure on Mithridates.36 Rome was in any 
case able to insist that Mithridates keep his hands off Cappadocia.37 The mission of Scaevola and 
Rufus to Asia followed, a mission which culminated in the offering of cult to the former; 38 this cult 
perhaps reflects a provincial view of Scaevola as a new founder of the province.39 Certainly the 
administration of Scaevola and his legate Rufus went down in history as a model of provincial govern- 
ment, the latter's conviction as an example of unjust condemnation.4 Meanwhile, at Rome, a SC 
attempted to deal with a serious source of abuse by limiting loans to foreign envoys.41 Mithridates 
was in the end still able to trade on considerable hatred of Rome, but Rome was not wholly negligent 
of the threat. 

Our law (if it is a single law) begins with a reference to Pamphylia and Ly[caonia?] (Delphi A); 
it then bears a programmatic reference to the need to abolish piracy and secure the rights of all, 
followed by a description of administrative arrangements in Macedonia, presumably consequential 
on the victory of T. Didius (Cnidos II). There follow (Cnidos III) measures to protect the inhabitants 
of the provinces, a definition of the status of Lycaonia and provision for sending letters to publicize 
and request help for the Roman intention to deal with piracy, notably by means of the creation of the 
province of Cilicia; Rhodes is closely involved with all this. Copies of the law are to be distributed in 
Asia (Delphi B). The substantive part of the law then closes with the imposition of a special concern 
with the area conquered by T. Didius on the governor of Macedonia, and a definition of the procedure 
to be followed in the event of the resignation of a governor or quaestor of Asia or Macedonia. 

The range of the law stands out even more clearly than it did from the Delphi text alone.42 It 
underwrites the arrangements made by the two architects of Rome's improved position in the East, 
M. Antonius and T. Didius, foreshadows the concern of the 90's with the protection of provincials, 
and regulates some aspects of a governor's status. ' Popularis' the law undoubtedly is-note the 
absence of any trace of senatorial legates in the settlement of the area conquered by T. Didius, the 
imposition of specific functions on a provincial governor, the existence of governors ' according to this 
law' (B, 27 and IV, 6), the definition of the main powers and duties of a governor or quaestor; the 
whole is redolent of government by the people, in the tradition of C. Gracchus, perhaps suggesting 
C. Servilius Glaucia, tr. pl. ioi. There is also the iusiurandum in leger, and the law undoubtedly 
smacks of satura, despite an overall concern with Rome's eastern provinces; but it is a serious piece 
of legislation, again to be expected of the author of the Lex Servilia Glauciae repetundarum. If a 
prime mover of the law is to be named, he is perhaps the best candidate. 

31 Justin, xxxvii, 4. instructed Sulla to place Ariobarzanes on the throne 
32 Cicero, pro Rab. perd. 26 with T. R. S. Broughton, of Cappadocia, see E. Badian, Studies I57. 

TAPA 1946, 35. 38 OGIS 437, line 5 with commentary; compare 33 H. B. Mattingly, 'The date of the SC de agro the goverment of Sicily by (?) L. Asellio, Diodorus 
Pergameno,' AJP 1972, 412; we remain certain that xxxvii, 8, and the activity of C. Claudius Pulcher, 
Asia was taxed from 129 and that Appian, BC, v, 4 is pr. 95. 
worthless as evidence to the contrary. 39 Michael Crawford hopes to return to the problem 

34 Strabo xiv, 642; the ambassador Artemidorus of cults of Roman magistrates during the Republic. 
floruit I04-Ioo, Geogr. Gr. Min. i, 566, 3I. 40 Dio xxviii, fr. 97, 3, incidentally, provides 5 I. Priene II and I 7; OGIS 440 = ILS evidence only for marginal involvement of Marius in 
8870 = IGRRiv, 194; note also that 9I is a point of the conviction, and is perhaps to be discounted 
reference in the Lex Antonia de Termessibus with altogether, in view of the silence of the other sources, 
regard to land held by the city. notably Cicero (so, in part, E. S. Gruen, Historia 36 Plutarch, Marius 31; Cicero, ad Brut. i, 5, 3. 1966, 54-5). 37 Justin xxxviii, i; Strabo xii, 540; M. Aemilius 41 Asconius 57C. 
Scaurus perhaps went on the embassy involved, 42 G. Colin, BCH I924, 75-6. 
E. Badian, Athenaeum I956, 120. Rome later 
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Addendum (see p. 214). Mr. J. A. Crook has drawn our attention to P.Oxy. 30I6 (A.D. 148), just published, 
where gEvoKpiTra means recuperatores; we think that our inscription at iv, 36 may also be talking of recuperatores ; 
if so, KplTrr must mean indices for Roman citizens. 

POSTSCRIPT 

The Delphi text was checked by Crawford in the 
summer of 1974 (he would like to pay tribute to the 
skill and accuracy with which Colin handled an 
extraordinarily difficult inscription). The monument 
of Paulus was dismantled when the museum was 
renovated in 1959-61; the disposition of the stones 
is as follows: 

Inv. 434 is on shelf 65 
Inv. 3457 is on shelf 59 
Inv. 3571 could not be found 
Inv. 3586 + 700 + 3588 + 3439 are outside in the 

' stathmos ' 
Inv. 890 is outside in the ' stathmos'. 
For the Cnidos text we had planned a thorough 

re-reading in August, 1 974, but because of the Cyprus 
war it was only possible to manage one hour working 
on the stones (for Crawford and Reynolds). It is 
possible that more could be read, for both last year 
and this year we found that the photographs had been 
deceptive in some places. We are very grateful to the 
Turkish authorities for the help they gave us in a 
difficult situation. 
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